
United States security allies in the region.” Court rejects Expo lawsuit ”AN intermediate court yesterday threw OUT a lawsuit by a Beijing-based architect who had accused the Denmark Pavilion at World Expo 2010 Shanghai
drivers but dropped that idea after probing further. After racing for more than 300km, the cars were ruled OUT because post-race checks revealed a radius on the upper rear wing elements had broken the regulations by

extremists will look to gain more influence over mainstream parties. The danger is that under AV, our whole POLITICAL system would take a giant leap backwards, becoming more warped and disproportionate as fringe voters hold sway.
I wish Obama had the cojones (and I don’t really blame him because what I want would be POLITICAL suicide) to make the simple and straightforward proposal of a big gasoline tax. I’m for $6/gallon gas
you take this woman to be your lawfully wedded vote-winner? | Zoe Williams It could be a POLITICAL ploy, or maybe Ed Miliband has given into the pressures that assail unmarried parents When you have

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay A Spanish singer’s decision to smoke a cigarette during a news... LIZ SIDOTI AP National POLITICAL Writer WASHINGTON For all the talk... ” AP-GfK Poll: Americans souring more on economy Law funding political
National Political Writer WASHINGTON For all the talk... ” AP-GfK Poll: Americans souring more on economy Law funding POLITICAL opposition ”Ken Klukowski Special to The Examiner Should taxpayer money go to fund political campaigns when another

on economy Law funding political opposition ”Ken Klukowski Special to The Examiner Should taxpayer money go to fund POLITICAL campaigns when another candidate raises money? It does in Arizona. Now the Supreme Court will decide... ”
a Feb. 19 showdown with Fernando... ” AP-GfK Poll: Americans souring more on economy ”LIZ SIDOTI AP National POLITICAL Writer WASHINGTON For all the talk.

years. Kozlowski, who ran Citigroup‚ private bank from June 2005 to April 2007, said he joined... ” Report: POLITICAL reviews delayed document release ”TED BRIDIS Associated Press WASHINGTON.
1. A smart grid allows energy companies to charge infinitely variable rates according to when they provide the POWER In the name of saving energy and emissions they have indicated that they plan to charge more

act like the privatised train companies, charging exorbitant fares at rush hour ‚ or when most people need POWER to make meals or wash up. The average consumer will have to pay far more for a
they can get away with. 3. People will be encouraged to programme individual appliances to switch on when POWER is cheaper and companies can be expected to offer lower rates in return for being allowed to

the techno-savvy, but pensioners, the ill and the vulnerable in society may be baffled and therefore penalised. 4. POWER companies will be able to telleveryone’s energy-use habits precisely, to the point of knowing which appliances they
is that the smart grid will make things more complex. Only last week, the regulator, Ofgem, ordered the POWER companies to reform their pricing and to stop confusing customers who, they said, were were being bamboozled

States - Surveillance - Biometrics Jay Stanley Guardian News and Media LimGreen news round-up: Nuclear POWER adder abnormalities and Earth Hour in pictures The week’s top environment news stories and green events
and energy Fukushima disaster causes fallout for nuclear industry worldwide Nuclear is the safest form of POWER says top UK scientist UK slips down global green investment rankings Smart meters predicted to

for 9% of data traffic in the US and a McKinsey report in 2008 estimated that growth in POWER demand from data centres in the US alone would be equal to 10 new power plants by
the Senate would prevent the EPA from going ahead with new rules on greenhouse gas emissions from major POWER stations that started to come into effect this year. The measures were expected to be attached to

Nuclear power experts are working under heavy security to stop the continuing leakage of radiation from the damaged POWER station at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania. The amounts of radioactivity being emitted into the atmosphere are officially
detected as much as 16 miles away from the plant. The accident is the worst at a nuclear POWER station in the United States. Official efforts were concentrated on allaying public alarm. Authorities stressed that the

States. Official efforts were concentrated on allaying public alarm. Authorities stressed that the levels of radiation beyond the POWER station were no more than the equivalent of having a dental X-ray and that they had no
Administration, which is agonising about its energy policy declaration, due next week. Now the sensitive issue of nuclear POWER has been thrust into the centre of the debate. Congressmen yesterday wanted to know how this theoretically

to a catastrophe, he said. We were part way down the road to a major meltdown. - Nuclear POWER - Pennsylvania - Jimmy Carter Harold Jackson Guardian News and Media Limited 2011 | Use
in ocean Japanese officials have conceded they are no closer to resolving the nuclear crisis at Fukushima Daiichi POWER plant, as new readings showed a dramatic increase in radioactive contamination in the sea. The pressure to

Japanese tsunami town where nuclear plant is the safest place ” Hundreds of survivors shelter next door to POWER station reactors in stark contrast to Fukushima disaster 75 miles away As a tsunami ravaged the Japanese
Japanese fishing town of Onagawa hundreds of residents fled for the safest place they knew: the local nuclear POWER plant. More than two weeks later 240 remain, watching TV or playing ball games with their children

Onagawa’s embrace of its plant reflects the mindset in much of Japan, at least before the crisis. Nuclear POWER was accepted as a trade-off: clean and reliable energy versus the tiny but real risk of catastrophe
percentage point, rise. ICBC extended 1.06 trillion yuan of new loans last year.” Key figures hold on to POWER in Myanmar ”MYANMAR’S military government was officially disbanded yesterday after handing over power to a new civilian

Key figures hold on to power in Myanmar ”MYANMAR’S military government was officially disbanded yesterday after handing over POWER to a new civilian government, the latest phase of a transition to democracy. The closed-door inauguration of
figures in the former government, including leader Senior General Than Shwe, are expected to retain substantial hold over POWER State television and radio reported that the new government headed by President Thein Sein was sworn in

government’s arrival marks the end of the State Peace and Development Council, or SPDC, which has been in POWER since 1988, news reports said. The SPDC is officially dissolved, state media reported, saying that the dissolution
is officially dissolved, state media reported, saying that the dissolution was ordered by Than Shwe, who wielded absolute POWER since 1992. Almost immediately after the announcement, government offices underwent a makeover. Signs outside the Peace and

that the city’s power grid suffers from damage caused by external factors almost every other day, causing sudden POWER cuts. Careless construction, wire theft, flying kites and even nesting birds are major threats to power supply
causing sudden power cuts. Careless construction, wire theft, flying kites and even nesting birds are major threats to POWER supply safety, the Shanghai Electric Power Co Ltd said yesterday. It recorded 173 incidents last year, up

wire theft, flying kites and even nesting birds are major threats to power supply safety, the Shanghai Electric POWER Co Ltd said yesterday. It recorded 173 incidents last year, up from 157 in 2009.” Fancy and

their composure, even though the odd knobbly bits on their foreheads were all that remained of horns and PRIDE The hedge led me along in the way that hedges do to places where people changed direction
the ensuing menace of a nuclear meltdown had grabbed the headlines for well over a week. Now that PRIDE of place is given to the missiles raining down on Libya. That’s a largely a tribal state

feel about the soil they worked. Although farming has never been profitable, Chinese peasants used to take such PRIDE in earning a living from the soil, that they could barely conceal their contempt for the all
World editor Andy Coulson, who later resigned after it emerged that one of his journalists had used a PRIVATE investigator to hack into voicemails left on the mobiles of members of the royal household. Questioned on

use them to set up a fresh fish business. The prime minister also said he would use his PRIVATE TV channels to promote the relaunch of tourism in Lampedusa. While surfing the internet before his visit,
elegant blue dome of Manchester’s Royal Exchange Theatre, currently at the end of its run of Noel Coward’s PRIVATE Lives, there was palpable relief as it received standstill funding. It was not brilliant news, but better

the trust could seek funding from a variety of sources, including other charitable trusts and foundations and the PRIVATE sector, though it is unclear how this would work. The overall amount of funding needed to maintain
in the last year. And this is in Peckham, a poor area where it’s very difficult to get PRIVATE sponsorship. The big news, though, is the ICA. Its cut [42%] is a real shame, considering it

fears of a plague of rodents on the streets. The council said the charge was ’nominal’ compared to PRIVATE sector exterminators and denied it would put people off calling. But John Davison ‚ chief executive of the
watchdog said yesterday that it appears to be the latest example in a string of similar scandals involving PRIVATE schools that operate without a license, closing suddenly. The watchdog stressed that government departments need to jointly

schools that operate without a license, closing suddenly. The watchdog stressed that government departments need to jointly monitor PRIVATE schools since they do not fall solely under the authority of the education bureau. Getting the children
The education authority said the school was unlicensed and, contrary to its claims, was not affiliated to Muyangren PRIVATE School. An official at this school denied any relationship between the two institutions, investigators said.A plank

Olympia, Washington-based platoon. Two of the photos show soldiers charged in the case - Specialist Jeremy Morlock and PRIVATE 1st Class Andrew Holmes - crouching alongside an Afghan youth and lifting the victim’s head by his
of union parliament members, official sources said.” – – Fore! Pupils study game of golf ”PUPILS at a PRIVATE school in Shanghai are learning how to drive onto the fairway, chip out of sand traps and

drive onto the fairway, chip out of sand traps and sink that putt during sports lessons. The Yongchang PRIVATE School in Luwan District has listed golf as a required subject for Grade One and Two students
to go home as it had closed. Now an education watchdog is investigating the legal status of the PRIVATE school, known as the International Division of Pudong Muyangren Bilingual School in Zhangjiang area. Parents of the

out of money to run the school. Yet the sudden closure was still a shock, they said. The PRIVATE institution paid to share some buildings and teaching facilities with a public school. Officials from the public
his seminal book Heritage and Environment (2007) to encourage more states to adopt conservation legislation and listing to PROTECT the great mass of India’s heritage. Born in Karachi, India (now in Pakistan), Shyam was the son

prevented weapons being provided to the whole of Libya, UN resolution 1973 allowed for all necessary measures to PROTECT civilians to be taken. The British government’s view, which was not necessarily shared internationally, was that this
territory of Libya, but at the same time UN security council resolution 1973 allows all necessary measures to PROTECT civi” No surveillance without oversight | Jay Stanley ” Given the FBI’s record of fallibility ‚ and

laws, and no robust, independent institutions to enforce such laws. In another country where such institutions existed to PROTECT people from error and abuse, this kind of programme might be cause for less concern. But rather
declaration by Hillary Clinton on Tuesday that UN security council resolution 1973 ‚ which authorised military action to PROTECT civilians ‚ had relaxed the arms embargo. Cameron said the embargo applied to the whole of Libya.

the embargo applied to the whole of Libya. But he added: UNSCR 1973 allows ’all necessary measures’ to PROTECT civilians and civilian populated areas. Our view is that this would not necessarily rule out the provision
vehemently opposed to government regulation began mobilising against the EPA and climate change regulations, calling the move to PROTECT the climate a job killer. It was a threatening argument [regulation through the EPA] ‚ it did

was sceptical about arming the Libyan rebels, saying: There is very big difference between arming the rebels to PROTECT themselves and to arm them to attack Gaddafi, and that would be tantamount to regime change. In
that 40 percent of Japan’s 35,000-kilometer coastline is lined with concrete seawalls, breakwaters and other structures designed to PROTECT against tsunamis and other disasters. In Kamaishi, the world’s largest seawall was completed in 2009 at a

problems without you. The international community remains divided. Even nations that backed the internationally enforced no-fly zone to PROTECT civilians in Libya are far from unanimous on what to do next. Italy’s Foreign Minister Franco Frattini
David Cameron told the Commons no decision had been made but he would not necessarily rule out the PROTECTION of civilians in certain circumstances. The rebels’ rapid withdrawal came just days after they raced westwards following

ban ‚ or at the very least severe limits and delays ‚ on the authority of the Environmental PROTECTION Agency (EPA) to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. President Barack Obama was expected to deliver a speech later
It is common for lawyers to think that parents who aren’t married ‚ being unable to extract any PROTECTION from the law ‚ are stupid. When you say to them, But I don’t want to get

of Scotland (53,806) with much lower levels of complaints about Co-operative Bank and Northern Rock. Complaints about payment PROTECTION insurance surged by 63% between the first and second half of 2010 from 266,685 to 434,596 ‚
guilty in 2006 of shooting an endangered species of antelope.” – – Officials: Red-eared turtles are dangerous ”WILDLIFE PROTECTION authorities yesterday called for pet raisers not to release red-eared sliders into local rivers, warning they will

to local rivers and they threaten turtles native to Shanghai, said Pei En’le, director of the Shanghai Wildlife PROTECTION Center. Pei said they checked more than 10 parks and found only red-eared sliders living in rivers
9/11, we’ve repeatedly seen the government throw together new identity and tracking systems without building in the necessary PROTECTIONS to make sure innocent people aren’t caught up in them. A good example is aviation watchlists. Countless

would determine the ultimate outcome. The no campaign is increasingly optimistic that this argument holds sway with the PUBLIC especially among mainstream voters. David Cameron has sanctioned a big fundraising exercise in an attempt to defeat
American he will be able to bolster the firm’s image in the US where Hayward had alienated the PUBLIC and politicians. - BP - Oil - Oil and gas companies - Energy industry - Tony Hayward

year. The DAB rising star award is the only Sonys category in which the winner is chosen by PUBLIC vote and Wood faces competition from footballer Robbie Savage, for his work as a BBC Radio 5
to someone at No 10 ‚ from presidents and prime ministers to personal friends, from members of the PUBLIC to journalists ‚ the right people get put through and the others are screened out (as some

is the worst at a nuclear power station in the United States. Official efforts were concentrated on allaying PUBLIC alarm. Authorities stressed that the levels of radiation beyond the power station were no more than the
of the same mind, saying we wholeheartedly agree that we should work with BBC to ensure that maximum PUBLIC benefit is achieved for all our cultural investment. What that means on the ground is an 11%

have a statutory duty to deal with dog fouling, yet no such responsibilities to tackle the far greater PUBLIC health challenge posed by rats and mice. The number of call-outs for rat infestations in Manchester has
range ofaffordable housing surrounded by green pathways, pocket parks, and open spaces. The developmentis anchored by a large PUBLIC plaza, and each of the three new housing areas also has a semi-privatespace for sheltered play and

dengue outbreak ”PEDRO SERVIN Associated Press ASUNCION, Paraguay Dengue fever is raging in Paraguay, with 13,000 patients crowding PUBLIC The Associated Press The Associated Press LODI, Calif. A man is facing charges in the robbery
Vegas airport over ticket kiosks ”Runaway transit fares fueled by pay, benefitsA race between regional inflation and PUBLIC transit fare increases in the Bay Area would be no contest. Transit fares have gone up twice

a list of schools which have agreed to admit the students, including private international schools as well as PUBLIC schools’ international campuses. The arrangements will likely be settled (by today). A mother, surnamed Qiao, told Shanghai
online edition of People Daily, on February 16. By Tuesday, environmental pollution ranked 5th among the top 10 PUBLIC concerns. The survey found that 51 percent of the respondents supported an environment tax that would increase

officials held nature in awe as did their ancestors - and if they didn’t show proper reference, the PUBLIC could scuttle their plans. In a chat with netizens through Xinhua news agency and other portals on
a lack of human resources - those talented and enlightened officials who would willingly place themselves under effective PUBLIC supervision. This year marks the 20th anniversary of the fall of the former Communist Party of the

on March 25 and some stolen items have been recovered, city police said. The case has astonished the PUBLIC especially neighbors, as they have since learned Xu did not flee the scene after the alleged murder
city police. Witnesses said Yao claimed his father is a bureau director during the argument. The incident became PUBLIC knowledge after an online post showed a doctor was beaten and the patient was arrogant during the

Expo. Shanghai star comedian Zhou Libo, who pokes fun of everyone in Shanghai dialect, also makes fun of PUBLIC spitting. The weather in Shanghai was so excellent in those (World Expo) days that many people would
look up, down and sideways to avoid danger. You hardly ever see Americans or other people spitting in PUBLIC even if they are choking on bad air. As Ni Tao says, many dog owners in China

way. He allegedly cheated 5,800 yuan from three victims seeking phones, Jing’an District prosecutors said.” Fancy and remote PUBLIC libraries fail readers ”WENHUI Daily recently published a picture of a library room conspicuously empty of readers.
hand of the market. But in Smith’s other major work The Theory of Moral Sentiments, he believed the PURSUIT of happiness to be the highest end for humanity. Limitations A measure of material well-being is not

a $1bn contract in 2008, encompasses not only fingerprints but also, possibly, such biometrics as iris scans, face RECOGNITION bodily scars, marks and tattoos. Such a system raises a number of concerns from a civil liberties
of particular concern because they allow individuals to be tracked secretly and at a distance. For instance, facial RECOGNITION may allow a person to be tracked by various CCTV cameras across a city. Worse, in the

and Welsh National Opera all suffer 15% cuts, but English National Opera only gets an 11% cut in RECOGNITION of its artistic ambition and success achieved through the last funding period, while English Touring Opera finds
sent to the US, where he is now being held in Guantanamo.” High-tech park earns national RECOGNITION ”SHANGHAI Zhangjiang High-Tech Industrial Park in the Pudong New Area has been approved as a national innovation

most from your car with these top 12 ’hypermiling’ tips British Summer Time lets us strengthen our RELATIONSHIP with nature Caroline Lucas: George Osborne’s budget is a betrayal of our environment For more of
the new government would be better. We always want good relations with the government. I hope that the RELATIONSHIP improves, Suu Kyi said.” Woman held in murder case ”A WOMAN has been detained for

will certainly find some of its saddest victims in the densely populated (and growing) East, where the land-population RELATIONSHIP will have been stretched too thin. In today’s lead opinion article, the World Bank suggests Guangdong Province
them spend less on extravagant sets and costumes and more on the quality of the music. But I RESPECT the fact that ENO has done such a lot in recent years to open its doors to

believe I can get the whole of this country to like me. For me it’s about earning the RESPECT of the doubters by leading the team in the right way and playing cricket in the right
than a sign of cultural inferiority feelings, using an English name at work might be a signal of RESPECT for another culture. Indeed, whenever a foreigner tells me his or her carefully chosen Chinese name, I

dowdy, aged sleuth Jane Marple. But a few traditionalists have made predictable points about her not being quite RIGHT for the part, and they are also exercised by the havoc Twin Peaks writer Mark Frost may
he said. Then I saw one pull out a gun and fire the shots. I saw the gun RIGHT next to me. I heard the shots fired and we all backed down. At first we thought

‚ from presidents and prime ministers to personal friends, from members of the public to journalists ‚ the RIGHT people get put through and the others are screened out (as some radio-show hosts making hoax calls
there is no doubt in anyone’s mind that the ceasefire is still being breached and it is absolutely RIGHT for us to keep up our pressure under UN security council resolution 1973. Asked by the Labour

act with extreme care in deciding whether to arm the rebels. Cameron said that Sir Menzies Campbell was RIGHT to be cautious and sceptical after the former Liberal Democrat leader raised concerns about the reports. Campbell
this since the middle of the last century, and we are in no doubt that this is the RIGHT way forward for the management of Britain’s inland waterways. With the right governance this can lead to

no doubt that this is the right way forward for the management of Britain’s inland waterways. With the RIGHT governance this can lead to real, tangible, community engagement with all the benefits that this approach can
Franken tradition: an impeccably liberal standup and contributor to the Huffington Post, he takes scornful, satiric aim at RIGHT wing America. Jokes about US vulgarity find a ready audience in Britain, and Camp executes them with cheerful

Miliband. Not Is this a vote-winner? Not Am I going to lose more single parents than I win RIGHT thinking conservatives? Not Does my bum look politically motivated in this? But rather, What kind of man does
hope he’s not in the same field as you. On which note, let’s imagine that some commentators are RIGHT and Ed’s entire life is one long David-Ed tournament, in which the prize is always a millimetre

leadership. I want the United States to be seen throughout the world as a noble country that knows RIGHT from wrong and will protect innocent people if it can. The president seems to want that as
make calls. The general public isn’t normally allowed inside but in this case we felt it was the RIGHT thing to do, said company spokesman Yoshitake Kanda. The plant has heavily guarded entrances and strict security

The RIGHT Word: Obama’s new world disorder | Sadhbh Walshe ” Fox News hosts come to terms with a
its future hinging on everything from Disney cartoons to Mexican drug cartels. Click on the photo to the RIGHT to see more information on San Francisco’s cruise industry. Improvements for the America‚ Cup race are set

the respect of the doubters by leading the team in the right way and playing cricket in the RIGHT way. Airline’s profit soars ”Air China planes taxi on the tarmac at Beijing Capital International Airport. Air
Cusack argues, you can afford to be a happy farmer in rural America if you choose to. This RIGHT to choose between living in a city and in the countryside is somehow diminishing in China today,

visit. A rotund middle-aged woman spat loudly upon landing on one of the world’s most beautiful campuses - RIGHT in front of me. At that moment, I wished that Americans would mistake my fellow countrymen as
day, as I go to and from work, the noise of spitting greets me both from afar and RIGHT in front of my face. It’s one of the sounds of the city. Blindfolded, I would know

to put the Thunder on top. Monta Ellis’ jump shot from the top of the key was wide RIGHT at the final buzzer. Stephen Curry led Golden State with 35 points. Kings 116, Suns 113 At
Ticos’ new national stadium. Argentina coach Sergio Batista said the Barcelona star had a minor injury to his RIGHT leg, leaving him out of the lineup after saying he was expected to play. Batista also rested

moral obligation and family loyalty was recognized as all-transcendent. In other words, the power of doing good and RIGHT was once more important than to succeed, in today’s parlance. Our villagers have been kept in line
are allowed to store music files on their own computers, but it is unclear whether they have that RIGHT when they use remote storage services offered by cloud computing. Amazon’s service is part of its plan

a while at least - take good care of it, Darling - for my heart is embedded [sic] RIGHT there in the center of it. Taylor died on March 23 of congestive heart failure. She won
the use of biometrics expands and our law enforcement moves into the future, so too should our privacy RIGHTS - FBI - Civil liberties - international - US constitution and civil liberties - United States -
and vote with their feet as some banks do offer better customer service than others, he said. Consumer RIGHTS group Which? said the PPI data points to the widespread mis-selling that has continued for years. Chief

financial provider should take their complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service(FOS). - Banks and building societies - Consumer RIGHTS - Payment protection insurance - Consumer affairs - Savings - Barclays - Banco Santander - Financial Services
together on a beach and in bed, but the movie only shows them hugging without kissing. Malaysian gay RIGHTS activist Pang Khee Teik voiced concern that the movie might be perceived as an effort to discourage

a missing urn dug out in the cemetery. The family paid for the plot in 1983 with usage RIGHTS until 2020. They paid about 3,000 yuan (US$457), which was a lot of money back then, for
disappointment for thousands of protesters who have taken to the streets since March 18, calling for reform. Human RIGHTS groups say more than 60 people have been killed as security forces cracked down on the demonstrations.

confirmed that the arm of a man found on Dollymount beach is that of 46-year-old James Nolan, a SEX offender and burglar who has not been seen since he was released from jail in November 2010.
Raja Azmi Raja Sulaiman, who wrote and produced the film. It depicts a Muslim man who has a SEX change operation to please his male lover, but his efforts end in heartbreak for both. Some gay

that the movie might be perceived as an effort to discourage people who had valid reasons to undergo SEX change surgery. Raja Azmi had to submit her script to censors before filming. She was advised to
dealt with morris dancing but also his patronising approach to women, while Maud and Cecil was a comic SEXUAL fantasy about his relationship with his loyal assistant Maud Karpeles. And this in Cecil Sharp House? He’d

cut loose include London’s Riverside Studios, the St Albans-based theatre group Trestle, Exeter’s Northcott Theatre, Derby Theatre, and SHARED Experience theatre company, resident at Oxford Playhouse. A spokesman for Shared Experience said the company was shocked
Trestle, Exeter’s Northcott Theatre, Derby Theatre, and Shared Experience theatre company, resident at Oxford Playhouse. A spokesman for SHARED Experience said the company was shocked and disappointed; while Northcott said staff were taking the news in
way to Monk’s Hackensack, Weidman pumped up some clamorous McCoy Tyneresque sermons over volcanic percussion, before the drummers SHARED a more breezily amiable dialogue on the Caribbean pulse of Parker’s Barbados ‚ a fitting finale, since

store last weekend in an unusual heist in which they entered through an adjoining business, broke through a SHARED interior door and made off with hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of valuables, according to police.
to fiance bare Liz Taylor’s love at age 17 ”IN newly revealed love letters, a 17-year-old Elizabeth Taylor SHARED her dreams with her fiance before later agonizing about returning an engagement ring when the relationship soured.

Conditions | More Feeds ” Greenpeace targets Facebook employees ” Unfriend Coal campaign calls on world’s most successful SOCIAL networking site to free its energy-intensive business from coal power Greenpeace says it is targeting Facebook employees
be a better place. But Greenpeace is saying to Facebook employees that you’re part of a lot of SOCIAL revolutions, but you need to help join the energy revolution. A lot of people assume the internet

The laptop was password-protected, but the information was not encrypted. The data included a spreadsheet of claimants’ names, SOCIAL security numbers, phone numbers and addresses. Curtis Thomas, a BP spokesman, said the company did not have
to settle federal charges that it deceived users and violated its own privacy policy when it launched a SOCIAL networking service called Buzz last year. Google triggered a fierce user backlash when it integrated Buzz into

For some, there might be no land left to till. Professor Yu Jianrong from the Chinese Academy of SOCIAL Sciences opined at a recent seminar at Beijing University that 30 years of reform had fundamentally changed
years of reform had fundamentally changed the social structure of danwei (work unit), which is essentially egalitarian. As SOCIAL inequality worsens, intensified social stratification has become a salient feature of China today. Professor Yu has recently

fundamentally changed the social structure of danwei (work unit), which is essentially egalitarian. As social inequality worsens, intensified SOCIAL stratification has become a salient feature of China today. Professor Yu has recently been in the limelight
the rapid changes in China and what they might lead to, it is necessary to first understand the SOCIAL underclass, Yu cautioned at the seminar. This statement alone immediately set Yu several notches above the hordes

been regularly funded by ACE. The poet laureate, Carol Ann Duffy, condemned the cutting-off of the Poetry Book SOCIETY ‚ established by TS Eliot in 1953 to propagate the art of poetry ‚ as a national
also previously raised by Ofcom chief executive Ed Richards. What no one wants to have in a free SOCIETY is a situation where any one person has too much control of our media and what I

high demand. This will benefit the educated and the techno-savvy, but pensioners, the ill and the vulnerable in SOCIETY may be baffled and therefore penalised. 4. Power companies will be able to telleveryone’s energy-use habits precisely,
is known about his personal life. A performance at the headquarters of the English Folk Dance and Song SOCIETY added pressure. But it worked because the songs were unexpectedly varied and the mood bravely and cheerfully

which represents the marine leisure industry, said: [We] support the concept of British Waterways transforming into a civil SOCIETY organisation and are keen to seize this opportunity to place our canals and navigable rivers on a
island nation of Mauritius is much poorer than the West, but it is also a much more equal SOCIETY So, says Stiglitz: If Mauritius can afford these things, America and Europe - which are several orders

1999. She joined the team of friendly voices making sure that, of the many people who ring to SPEAK to someone at No 10 ‚ from presidents and prime ministers to personal friends, from members of
US President Barack Obama politely reserved the first questions for South Korean reporters. But before any Korean could SPEAK Rui stood up. Sadly, Obama mistook him as a South Korean and signaled him to go ahead

the consultation responses we received and we’re going to do this as quickly as we can, he said, SPEAKING on BBC Radio 4’s The Media Show on Wednesday. Hunt has faced criticism for allowing the News
away from Ras Lanuf. Later, pro-government forces moved through Ras Lanuf into Brega, sending rebels fleeing once more. SPEAKING to the Commons, Hague revealed that five Libyan diplomats had been expelled from the regime’s London embassy

went to the march on Saturday because all his advisers told him not to. Come on, he was SPEAKING fourth. In line-up terms, that makes him Mumford and Sons. At the precise moment that the pressure
job opportunities. A time lord, by definition, can be any age; Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes started solving crimes STRAIGHT after university; Henry VIII was young and virile once (albeit briefly); and even Miss Marple aged in

drum patterns to the elegantly staccato theme of Moose the Mooche. Mela and Brown swapped the roles of STRAIGHT swinger and percussion-embellisher, allowing Lovano and pianist James Weidman the freedom to weave between tight and loose rhythmic
$50,000 for a New Hampshire man who police say held a woman captive... ” Raiders reeling after 2nd STRAIGHT lopsided loss ”JOSH DUBOW AP Sports Writer ALAMEDA, Calif. ... ” US offers $5 million bounty for

Nets, who lost their third in a row and seventh in eight games. Deron Williams missed his sixth STRAIGHT game for New Jersey (23-50), which has lost 50 games for the second straight season. Thunder 115,
place with Hungary after beating Moldova 2-1. World Cup holder and defending European champion Spain won its fifth STRAIGHT qualifier with another dominant midfield performance by midfielder Xavi Hernandez, who scored the opening goal. Lithuania surprisingly

especially with the state of the field, which was woeful, Xavi said after helping Spain to its 11th STRAIGHT competitive win. We reached our objective, so we can go forward happy ... the team played a
disproportionate as fringe voters hold sway. Warsi also claimed that to win, candidates would need to win the SUPPORT of those whose first choices had been eliminated ‚ and in many seats, that meant the BNP.

funding. Howard Pridding, executive director of the British Marine Federation, which represents the marine leisure industry, said: [We] SUPPORT the concept of British Waterways transforming into a civil society organisation and are keen to seize this
put a two-year hold on EPA regulation on major installations. The idea is expected to pick up some SUPPORT from coal state Democrats or those from conservative areas who are facing tough re-election fights in 2012

through the EPA. Obama also offered deep compromises on his energy agenda to try to win over Republican SUPPORT He expanded offshore drilling only a few weeks before the BP oil disaster, extended $36bn in loan
east London between 10pm and 11.30pm to get spectators home. A TfL spokesman said: All transport improvements to SUPPORT the London 2012 Games are on track, and we’re working hard with all partners to support a

The chancellor, George Osborne, has said the cost will be in the tens of millions. But Conservative backbench SUPPORT is not unconditional, with some MPs angered by the lack of involvement of the African Union and
$100 million technology outsourcing services contract with Coca-Cola FEMSA, the Coke bottler in Mexico. The five-year agreement will SUPPORT Coca-Cola FEMSA’s Latin American business. Hewlett-Packard Mexico S. de R.L. de C.V.... ” Cheaper version of preterm

The facility, based in Minhang District, is the company’s third-largest technology center in the world. It aims to SUPPORT growing prospects in China, which will account for a third of global petrochemical demand growth by 2020.
role in economic growth and employment. According to a statement from the meeting, the draft regulation aimed to SUPPORT healthy development of individual businesses and giving full play to their important role in economic and social

to the reality of people’s lives. Raja Azmi said Dalam Botol was a neutral work not meant to SUPPORT or criticize homosexuality. She said it was based on the experiences of a friend who had sex
fantastic. Wang Hongjie, secretary general of the association, said people should focus on common funeral needs. We won’t SUPPORT such ’upmarket’ business, Wang said. Others also expressed shock about space burials. I believe only extremely wealthy

said. Cho said Seoul hopes the textbook dispute won’t affect what he called South Koreans’ pure and beautiful SUPPORT for Japanese quake and tsunami victims. Officials say they will separate the textbook issue from humanitarian aid
past two decades as China consolidates its status as a global factory, land is more valued as a SUPPORT for factories, high-rises, or roads. Peasants? time-honored affinity to land has also been steadily eroded, to the

of Spain.” Insurer helps bank ”PING An Insurance (Group) Co will boost capital of Shenzhen Development Bank to SUPPORT its growth, Run Huichuan, president of Ping An, said yesterday in Shanghai. The Shenzhen-based insurer holds 52
March 11 left more than 28,000 people dead or missing in the devastated northeast. In a gesture of SUPPORT France said it had sent two nuclear experts to Japan to help contain the accident and French

on Libya’s future. Turkey, which has offered to mediate a permanent cease-fire, said the talks should gauge international SUPPORT for scenarios under which Gadhafi could go into exile. But British Foreign Secretary William Hague said the
island and paint the houses brighter colours. Opposition members alleged Berlusconi’s appearance was a diversionary tactic as his SUPPORTERS in parliament worked on a measure trimming the statute of limitations for first-time offenders, a measure they

was unharmed, said Khan. No group immediately claimed responsibility for the bombing. An attack targeting Rehman or his SUPPORTERS would be unusual - but not unheard of - because of their hardline views. The most prominent
Several elderly women - forced to work as wartime prostitutes for Japanese troops decades ago - and their SUPPORTERS staged another rally in front of the embassy later yesterday, tearing up mock Japanese textbooks. South Korea’s

this system in a larger context that is very troubling. Since 9/11, we’ve repeatedly seen the government throw TOGETHER new identity and tracking systems without building in the necessary protections to make sure innocent people aren’t
for so many subsidised orchestras, whether by the Arts Council or the BBC. We recommend that [they] work TOGETHER to identify areas of duplication and options for joint-working. ACE is apparently of the same mind, saying

the nuclear crisis, hundreds of thousands of people in Japan’s northeast are trying to put their lives back TOGETHER The official death toll stood at 11,257 yesterday, with the final toll likely to surpass 18,000. The
1.2-meter wide wooden bed - it was so cold up in the mountains that we had to press TOGETHER to stay warm. For one week, we ate mostly simple vegetables. Sometimes we had a power cut,

time in Afghanistan and Pakistan in the 1980s and 1990s with about 300 other Southeast Asian militants and TOGETHER they formed the nucleus of Jemaah Islamiyah. Since 2002, however, Indonesia has rounded up or killed many
It’s all sand, Xavi said. At this level in 2011 to have a pitch in this state the TRUTH is sad for football. These are issues for UEFA and the like but they should come here

other Asian country. With the benefit of 10 years’ hindsight, though, I have reconciled myself to the hard TRUTH that public spitting is patently Chinese. Habitual spitting Not all Chinese spit, but when someone gurgles and
and tourist guide must behave properly. Indeed, they are an unmistakable part of China’s international image. The inconvenient TRUTH about China’s economic strength is that it has allowed a few nouveau riches to flaunt their garish

motivation. It’s just too late, they’re strategic thinkers, and they could have leveraged more advantage out of this UNION at pretty much any time in the past six years than they’re getting now. So here are
Conservative backbench support is not unconditional, with some MPs angered by the lack of involvement of the African UNION and the Gulf states. The Conservative chairman of the foreign affairs select committee, Richard Ottaway, has so

from Bob Abberley, assistant general secretary of Unison who says that this is a big moment for the UNION movement. In the studio we have the Guardian’s Polly Toynbee; Clifford Singer of the campaigning website False
jobsThomas J. Donohue Special to The Examiner According to newly released figures, Canada has overtaken the European UNION as the top export market for U.S. goods. In 2010, Canada bought... ” San Francisco Zoo makes

supervision. This year marks the 20th anniversary of the fall of the former Communist Party of the Soviet UNION TheDutch, Spain win after Euro dramaTHE Netherlands and Spain brought a hint of drama to
Dr. Sai Mauk Kham, were sworn in in new capital Nay Pyi Taw today in the presence of UNION parliament members, official sources said.” Fore. Pupils study game of golf ”PUPILS at a private

was Gerry Mackenzie, who has died suddenly of a brain aneurysm, aged 53, and who was a familiar VOICE on the Downing Street phone for more than 11 years. Gerry was born and brought up in
discovered). But to those of us who lived and worked in the house, Gerry was not just a VOICE but a name and a personality. She was a wonderful woman ‚ open-hearted, efficient and friendly ‚

the coalition. In a speech at Toynbee Hall in east London, Warsi claimed AV represented a threat to DEMOCRACY rewarded extremists and gave the oxygen of publicity to fascists. She said: AV gives more power to
from within by reaching out to Facebook staff, drawing parallels with the role played recently by Facebook in DEMOCRACY movements sweeping across the Middle East. Casey Harrell, senior campaign specialist in Greenpeace’s San Francisco office, said:

prudence in the choice of their target. They are very obvious when deprived of their fine trappings of DEMOCRACY and humanity. That’s why it is much more worthwhile to analyze the disaster in Japan. Most Chinese
disbanded yesterday after handing over power to a new civilian government, the latest phase of a transition to DEMOCRACY The closed-door inauguration of the new government was announced after it took place. Despite the handover, key

by the military, boycotted November’s vote. Suu Kyi, who still heads the opposition group, the National League for DEMOCRACY said she hoped relations with the new government would be better. We always want good relations with
a house, while here he bought himself safe conduct, said Pier Luigi Bersani, the head of the opposition DEMOCRATIC Party. Berlusconi is now seeking to convince Italy’s regional governors to put up the migrants brought ashore.

a one-year-old?) This is a wild stab in the dark, but might they be going for a Jewish EDUCATION in which case the heat is totally off the baby and all on Justine for an i”
that didnt work. WHAT HAPPENED NEXT: Roadside bombs remain the single worst killer of U.S.... Community development, EDUCATION and arts school plans fundraiser Dyani Makous is the founder and executive director of the Barrio Planta

fundraiserDyani Makous is the founder and executive director of the Barrio Planta Project, a community development, EDUCATION and arts school that provides free creative arts education, jobs training and English lessons to kids from
consoling evacuees at a Tokyo center.” Students to be placed in other schools after institution closes ”THE city’s EDUCATION authority will arrange admittance to other schools for 40 students who were told to go home after

go home after the International Division of Pudong Muyangren Bilingual School closed unexpectedly on Tuesday. Officials from the EDUCATION watchdog said yesterday that it appears to be the latest example in a string of similar scandals
departments need to jointly monitor private schools since they do not fall solely under the authority of the EDUCATION bureau. Getting the children back in class is the top priority, Tang Tao, an official with the

a financially troubled international school, only to be told to go home as it had closed. Now an EDUCATION watchdog is investigating the legal status of the private school, known as the International Division of Pudong
surnamed Zhou. At the moment, our prime concern is finding some place where our children can continue their EDUCATION The school had faced financial difficulties, according to parents. They said they paid 33,000 yuan tuition fees

to be affiliated to the private Pudong Muyangren Bilingual School. However, this is being investigated by the district EDUCATION watchdog. Tang Tao, an official with the district education bureau, said they suspected school investors may not
School. However, this is being investigated by the district education watchdog. Tang Tao, an official with the district EDUCATION bureau, said they suspected school investors may not have been legally authorized to run an educational institution.

In passing on overall government cuts of 15%, the chief executive, Alan Davey, insisted there would not be EQUAL pain for all. But that meant there were good organisations we have not been able to fund.
report in 2008 estimated that growth in power demand from data centres in the US alone would be EQUAL to 10 new power plants by 2010. Greenpeace says this boom looks set to continue. Data centres

Kelly and more give their verdicts Richard Eyre: director What Arts Council England has done seems quite smart. EQUAL misery for all would have been deplorable, and lazy. Instead, they’ve applied the more substantial cuts to
a common message that has become quite uncommon: it is a pleasure and privilege to be simple and EQUAL As Stiglitz notes, the tiny island nation of Mauritius is much poorer than the West, but it

This is not to say China has to mirror Mauritius. Rather, China should rediscover its own traditions of EQUALITY and take pride in a crusade, along with Mauritius, to create a more equal world. Unequal as
There appear to be some decent things in Obama’s plan, including a bigger commitment to renewables. But nothing’s FREE of course. That phrase commitment to renewables means, say, tax credits for homeowners and businesses, and those

view also previously raised by Ofcom chief executive Ed Richards. What no one wants to have in a FREE society is a situation where any one person has too much control of our media and what
Greenpeace targets Facebook employees Unfriend Coal campaign calls on world’s most successful social networking site to FREE its energy-intensive business from coal power Greenpeace says it is targeting Facebook employees in a renewed campaignthat

for Defra. The new charity will allow the waterways to be protected for public use in perpetuity, including FREE access to the towpaths. Environment minister, Richard Benyon, said: Our inland waterways are important pieces of heritage,
the waterways has yet to be decided and there are concerns that although access to towpaths will be FREE canal- and river-users may be asked to pay more for leisure pursuits, or their river-based businesses. British

Joe Lovano Us Five ‚ review ” Ronnie Scott’s, London Joe Lovano has said that he doesn’t play FREE jazz, he plays jazz, free. On his superb new album Bird Songs, a set of adventurous interpretations
review ” Ronnie Scott’s, London Joe Lovano has said that he doesn’t play free jazz, he plays jazz, FREE On his superb new album Bird Songs, a set of adventurous interpretations of Charlie Parker classics, the

said that all must stick to the timetable ‚ meaning Spanish viewers can watch Villarreal v Barcelona for FREE on Saturday. The royal visitors and soccer news helped lighten a day in which there was continued
prices are climbing as President Obama pushes to find more ways for the... Pirates LaRoche, Young now FREE agentsThe Associated Press The Associated Press PITTSBURGH Pittsburgh Pirates third baseman Andy LaRoche and infielder Delwyn

and executive director of the Barrio Planta Project ‚a community development, education and arts school that provides FREE creative arts education, jobs training and English lessons to kids from the age of 3 to adults.
Planta. Since the community was so good to me, I wanted to give back. I started off with FREE Woman fatally stabbed during street argument in Potrero Hill ”A 26-year-old woman was allegedly fatally
will work as an analyst for ESPN while he rehabs toward a... ” Lawyer asks int’l court to FREE Rwandan rebel ”MIKE CORDER Associated Press THE HAGUE, Netherlands The lawyer of a Rwandan rebel accused of

terrorism; possession of a destructive device in a public place; carrying a... ” L.L. Bean embraces year-round FREE shipping ”The Associated Press Could free shipping soon become a standard perk? L.L. Bean, the outdoors and
in a public place; carrying a... ” L.L. Bean embraces year-round free shipping ”The Associated Press Could FREE shipping soon become a standard perk? L.L. Bean, the outdoors and clothing retailer, says it’s permanently waiving

of Animals has requested that Mayor Ed Lee change the name of the Tenderloin to Tempeh, a vegan, cruelty FREE meat substitute. It’s true that the Tenderloin echoes vice and corruption and that slaughterhouses are constantly found
the day when oil is depleted. By that time, he believes, we will be living in a world FREE of noise and pollution. Although there is still much controversy over the exact date that will happen,

line project is complete, the area will be restored to what it looked in the mid 20th century. FREE shuttle buses will run between the fair site and the Chuanchang Road Station of Metro Line 7
according to Ji Xuefeng, vice president of Giant. The biggest attraction of ZT Online 2 is its totally FREE and fair game environment, Ji said during a conference yesterday.” Plutonium adds to fears at Japan’s leaking

massage rooms, restaurants and other venues. What remains of cultural enter” Easy for China ”Chinese players defend a FREE kick taken by Honduras during their international friendly match in Wuhan, Hubei Province, yesterday. China won 3-0 with
Mooche. Mela and Brown swapped the roles of straight-swinger and percussion-embellisher, allowing Lovano and pianist James Weidman the FREEDOM to weave between tight and loose rhythmic zones, and the set grew more edgily postboppish. A soulful

Two wolves escaped from their cage on Wednesday morning at Barcelona zoo by making a three-metre leap for FREEDOM Zoo sources said they were stressed by the sudden introduction of African bongo antelopes in a nearby
as Fleishhacker Zoo. Apparently, the zoo director was not aware that the buffalo and hippo had dashed for FREEDOM when police had captured the animals. Time magazine compiled the list in light of recent news that

cut of 42.5%, but will still receive 900,000 annually, which Davey called a vote of confidence in their FUTURE Other visual arts organisations saw a lifeline, especially a trio of new galleries due to open this
recognition may allow a person to be tracked by various CCTV cameras across a city. Worse, in the FUTURE this may be automated and done by computers. The FBI is rushing ahead with this system in

want it to be transitional. They are democrats; they are not tribal, and they want to see a FUTURE for the whole of Libya where the people have a choice over how they are governed. The
- since he was taken alive - could provide very valuable intelligence about regional militant networks and possible FUTURE plots. Indonesia’s top police detective, Lieutenant General Ito Sumardi, said he only received a report of Patek’s

We have already put measures in place to ensure that nothing of this kind occurs again in the FUTURE Ferrari also benefited, with Brazilian Felipe Massa moving up to the seventh place that had originally gone
to communicate in English when they play golf, and Li believes that is a positive contribution toward their FUTURE development. The school introduced the course about two years ago, and it has also set up a

the conflict, setting out plans for a cease-fire, exile for Gadhafi and a framework for talks on Libya’s FUTURE Turkey, which has offered to mediate a permanent cease-fire, said the talks should gauge international support for
San Francisco at Bill Graham Auditorium on Sunday tugging at the strings of The City‚ infamous and powerful GAY crowd. Click the picture for more photos of Britney’s performance. Spears performed three songs, Hold it Against

people privately-owned businesses may employ and also pares down restrictions on job applicants.” Malaysians flock to see first ’ GAY ’ film ”MALAYSIA’S first romantic movie with a gay theme has become a swift box-office success, attracting curious
down restrictions on job applicants.” Malaysians flock to see first ’gay’ film ”MALAYSIA’S first romantic movie with a GAY theme has become a swift box-office success, attracting curious audiences who rarely get to see films depicting

efforts end in heartbreak for both. Some gay rights advocates have called it an unfairly negative portrayal of GAY and transgendered people. Part of the movie’s success is likely due to intense advance publicity, including speculation
strategy, as the meters will be in every home. He said: Smart meters are a key part of GIVING us all more control over how we use energy at home and at work, helping us to

Google adds button to endorse search results, adsThe Associated Press The Associated Press SAN FRANCISCO Google is GIVING people the option of recommending Internet search... Rising Peninsula boxing star rides momentum to elite competition
been hunting him, he was seized on January 25 along with a Pakistani associate believed to have been GIVING him shelter. The arrest of Patek, who has a US$1 million American price on his head, is

to a statement from the meeting, the draft regulation aimed to support healthy development of individual businesses and GIVING full play to their important role in economic and social development as well as in providing employment
for the independence enjoyed by a peasant who had paid his taxes. Disappointed but proud officials talked of GIVING up official titles and returning home to be consoled by farmland. Rural scenery and events had inspired

in a match that lacked rhythm and attacking, both teams touching the ball a few times and then GIVING away possession too easily. Neither team did much in the first half. Argentina had most of the
container volume this year to 6.8 million TEUs.” Better life for kids is American Dream ”FOR most Americans GIVING their children a better life or having a successful business or career is their version of the

Conditions | More Feeds ” Spain’s financial crisis claims another victim: the solar power industry ” The Spanish GOVERNMENT has slashed its solar power subsidies Spain had one of the world’s most ambitious ‚ and generous
the sun. That dream, for the solar industry at least, has turned sour. Just days before Christmas, the GOVERNMENT slashed the level of subsidies that all new and existing photovoltaic (pv) solar projects will receive. But

an entire budget for some countries. The utilities also complain that their coal and gas plants, which the GOVERNMENT wanted them to build a decade ago after several black-outs, are losing money because they are now
force the following year. This has left Spain with 10 times the amount of solar pv capacity the GOVERNMENT had planned for by 2010 ‚ and a much bigger bill than it had envisioned. Javier Anta,

again retrospectively. There are some people who say this is not a one-off. They do not trust the GOVERNMENT he said. This is one point on which both the renewable lobby and the power industry agree:
Business podcast: Trade unions, strikes and Diane Coyle’s Economics of Enough After mobilising thousands of protesters against GOVERNMENT spending cuts in London this week, trade union leaders have been quick to point out their influence.

ruling has helped President Barack Obama push ahead with a mandate that all citizens be required to have GOVERNMENT health... ” Nathaniel Ford‚ job status saga continues ”The saga that never seems to end will continue
by the company tested positive for clenbuterol, a banned fat-burning chemical that can be dangerous to humans. The GOVERNMENT has launched a multiagency crackdown... ” Fake friar accused of molesting Daly City boy in court after

care law and now it stands to profit,... ” House Republicans seek IRS probe of AARP Ruling forces GOVERNMENT aid on US citizens ”With health care reform reaching its first birthday last week, lots of attention
to build Nile dam, in defiance of EgyptThe Associated Press The Associated Press ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia Ethiopia’s GOVERNMENT says it plans to build a hydroelectric... The Associated Press The Associated Press-GfK Poll on President

toward a... Cuba OKs credits for entrepreneurs, farmersThe Associated Press The Associated Press HAVANA The Cuban GOVERNMENT has authorized local banks to offer credit to private... The Associated Press Record levels of radiation
string of similar scandals involving private schools that operate without a license, closing suddenly. The watchdog stressed that GOVERNMENT departments need to jointly monitor private schools since they do not fall solely under the authority of

should be reversed. Reality check And the people who should be most anxious about this process should be GOVERNMENT officials, rather than just Wang, a museum curator. But at this time, our officials are too mesmerized
price jumped three times, and land sales income soared five times. In this land grant procedure, the incumbent GOVERNMENT can levy a” Is Lanka relying too much on top three? ”THREE of the top four run-scorers

than 60 percent to fewer than 8,000 units in Shanghai in February - an immediate result from the GOVERNMENT latest tighter policies.” Bali bomb suspect nabbed in Pakistan ”PAKISTAN has arrested a much sought after Indonesian
will also retain a one-third interest in the areas, settled a capital gains tax dispute with the Ugandan GOVERNMENT two weeks ago, paving the way for it to cooperate with CNOOC and Total.” Bollywood actor gets

a challenge ”THE Chinese government is expecting a slightly lowered annual national GDP figure for 2011-2015, suggesting the GOVERNMENT is sobering up to the falsity of statistically induced impressions. But curing officials of their addiction to
’caring’ officials lusting for GDP ”A SHANTY town of hundreds of shacks was stealthily pulverized by a local GOVERNMENT in Sanya, Hainan Province, which called them a fire risk. The Xinhua news agency reported that the

government in Sanya, Hainan Province, which called them a fire risk. The Xinhua news agency reported that the GOVERNMENT undertook the surprise demolition coded Hammer on January 19, just before the Spring Festival, when most slum
contained 308 households, covering 30,000 square meters, and supplying shelter and livelihood for some 2,000 people. The local GOVERNMENT claimed that demolition proceeded from the best of intentions. In an explanation given by the government on

fire hazard, particularly during the Spring Festival season when many firecrackers and fireworks were set off. The local GOVERNMENT would be held responsible if such an accident occurred. But since this plan for benevolent demolition was
accident occurred. But since this plan for benevolent demolition was unappreciated and vehemently resisted by the residents, the GOVERNMENT decided to go it alone, taking preemptive action by pulverizing these slum shelters at a time when

taking preemptive action by pulverizing these slum shelters at a time when resistance was weak. Is the local GOVERNMENT now responsible for providing for the residents made homeless and jobless? Of course not. The government is
the local government now responsible for providing for the residents made homeless and jobless? Of course not. The GOVERNMENT is under no obligation to compensate, as these people are outsiders whose slum shelters were unauthorized from

special envoy Abdelilah al-Khatib, a former Jordanian foreign minister, is returning to Libya to hold talks with Gadhafi’s GOVERNMENT and opposition figures. The US is also sending diplomat Chris Stevens to the rebel-held Libyan city of
the market. But in Smith’s other major work The Theory of Moral Sentiments, he believed the pursuit of HAPPINESS to be the highest end for humanity. Limitations A measure of material well-being is not enough, because

what he has and is forever yearning for fancier acquisitions. Thus Smith came to the obvious conclusion that HAPPINESS consists of tranquility and enjoyment. Chinese sages and philosophers were suggesting that two thousand years earlier. One
the choice of their target. They are very obvious when deprived of their fine trappings of democracy and HUMANITY That’s why it is much more worthwhile to analyze the disaster in Japan. Most Chinese were first

work The Theory of Moral Sentiments, he believed the pursuit of happiness to be the highest end for HUMANITY Limitations A measure of material well-being is not enough, because a person becomes easily satiated with what
Use of this content is subject to our Terms and Conditions | More Feeds ” Daybreak suffers an IDENTITY crisis | Media Monkey ” Is it just Monkey or is ITV’s Daybreak looking more and more

from the economist Diane Coyle whose new book The Economics of Enough argues that current levels of debt, INEQUALITY and environmental damage are unsustainable. Leave your thoughts below. Aditya Chakrabortty Polly Toynbee Clifford Singer Diane Coyle
Stiglitz rightly explains. Chinese today are several orders of magnitude richer than they were 30 years ago, but INEQUALITY caused by injustice has increased along the way, evidenced in a widening income gap. Isn’t it time

Without careful planning before you die, your heirs will have to fork over a big part of their INHERITANCE to cover
spending about an hour consoling evacuees at a Tokyo center.” Students to be placed in other schools after INSTITUTION closes ”THE city’s education authority will arrange admittance to other schools for 40 students who were told

of money to run the school. Yet the sudden closure was still a shock, they said. The private INSTITUTION paid to share some buildings and teaching facilities with a public school. Officials from the public school
district education bureau, said they suspected school investors may not have been legally authorized to run an educational INSTITUTION So far, we have learned that the school is independent from the Muyangren, but we are looking

a comedy evangelist sermonising from his soapbox, and when he’s at his best ‚ on celebrities in the JUSTICE system, on the enthusiasm of anti-abortionists for the death penalty (that’s not pro-life, it’s pro-crastinating) ‚ we’re
is a very fluid marketplace, all the competition remedies are there, he said. Irrespective of my decision, competition LAW will mean that if News Corporation were to become too dominant in the media market the Office

time to make sure the proper safeguards are in place. As the use of biometrics expands and our LAW enforcement moves into the future, so too should our privacy rights. - FBI - Civil liberties -
SIDOTI AP National Political Writer WASHINGTON For all the talk... ” AP-GfK Poll: Americans souring more on economy LAW funding political opposition ”Ken Klukowski Special to The Examiner Should taxpayer money go to fund political campaigns

suspect, police said. No one was injured during the spat. maldax@sfexaminer.com Follow The San Francisco Examiner‚ crime blog, LAW and Disorder, on Twitter @sflawdisorder. sfexaminer.com/local/crime ” Gilead Sciences signs research deal with Yale ”Gilead Sciences Inc.
squeeze billions from Wal-Mart ”In January 2009, President Barack Obama signed the Lilly Ledbetter Act, the first new LAW of his presidency. The bill was named after a woman who had allegedly suffered discrimination by a

have stolen four diamonds worth... RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR Associated Press WASHINGTON AARP lobbied for the new health care LAW and now it stands to profit,... ” House Republicans seek IRS probe of AARP Ruling forces government
Associated Press The Associated Press PITTSBURGH Doctors at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center performed more... ” Ariz. LAW bans abortions based on race or gender ”The Associated Press The Associated Press PHOENIX Arizona Gov. Jan

begin. For example, it’s not easy to transport people’s ashes out of the country. According to the Chinese LAW one must get permission from civil affairs authorities before taking ashes overseas. One must have a solid
an extraordinary wave of dissent against his authoritarian rule, but he failed to lift the country’s despised emergency LAW or offer any concessions in his first speech since protests began nearly two weeks ago. Assad said

Professor Wang Dawei from China People’s Public Security University even said it was necessary to revise the criminal LAW to mete out heavier punishment on criminals who abduct women and children. But contrary to Wang’s belief’s
be left alone. Under such circumstances the police have no choice but to let the children go. By LAW adult beggars can be charged with being a nuisance and disrupting social order. But minors cannot be

have been kept in line by the fear of frowning patriarchs and whispers among neighbors, rather than the LAW As Confucius observed thousands of years ago, the sense of shame is a much stronger force than
market, every concept needs to be reduced to monetary terms, or it becomes obsolete. Believers in rule of LAW are quick to invoke the need of laws in the case of child beggars. But would laws

context where the United States ‚ almost alone in the industrialised world ‚ has no strong, overarching privacy LAWS and no robust, independent institutions to enforce such laws. In another country where such institutions existed to
a movie star in India is rare. Sanjay Dutt was sent to jail in 2007 under tough anti-terrorist LAWS for possessing a powerful firearm, while Salman Khan was found guilty in 2006 of shooting an endangered

formed a committee to study a series of reforms and constitutional amendments, including lifting the state of emergency LAWS in place since Assad’s Baath Party took power in 1963. Assad had been widely expected to formally
showing the company’s Roadster car running out of electricity and slowing to a halt in a race. The LEGAL move is the culmination of a row that has rumbled on between the show and Telsa since

suffering from exhaustion. The country’s nuclear and industrial safety agency, Nisa, said radioactive iodine-131 at 3,355 times the LEGAL limit had been identified in the sea about 300 yards south of the plant, although officials have
We could get carried away unless we sit back, are rational and address the need for a clear LEGAL basis. Ottaway has also been concerned that a no-fly zone will lead ultimately to British troops on

are detected in waters off the coast of the troubled Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear plant at 3,355 times the LEGAL limit for the amount of radioactive iodine. The amount does not... The Associated Press The Associated
extra funding and wants to avoid nationalization, although the central government is considering either temporarily nationalizing Tepco via LEGAL bankruptcy proceedings, or effective nationalization based on assets in excess of liabilities, sources close to the matter

only to be told to go home as it had closed. Now an education watchdog is investigating the LEGAL status of the private school, known as the International Division of Pudong Muyangren Bilingual School in Zhangjiang
a variety of phones and computers is facing a backlash from the music industry that could ignite a LEGAL battle. Amazon’s Cloud Drive, announced on Tuesday, allows customers to store about 1,000 songs on the company’s

Young. We hope that they’ll reach a new license deal, Young said, but we’re keeping all of our LEGAL options open. Amazon beat rivals Google and Apple Inc into the market for such music locker services,
| Use of this content is subject to our Terms and ” Japan fears radioactive contamination of marine LIFE ” Fukushima coastal waters sees high levels of radioactive iodine, which could build up in seaweed commonly

and dispersed by ocean currents. Officials are watching levels of iodine-131 in seawater because although it has a half LIFE of eight days, meaning it is half as radioactive after that time, the substance builds up in
in the ion-rich waters of the oceans than in freshwater lakes. - Japan disaster - Japan - Marine LIFE - Wildlife - Oceans - Nuclear power - Energy - Fishing Ian Sample
11 years. Gerry was born and brought up in west London and was a telephonist all her working LIFE She was educated at St Edward’s primary school and Sion Manning secondary school in Ladbroke Grove. She

Radio 5 live Best community programming Divided We Fall - Mannmade Productions for Preston FM HIV - A LIFE Sentence - Radio Wanno/ Media for Development for Radio Wanno Jack in Afghanistan - 106 Jack fm
Cycling England will soon be no more ‚ but what can its successors achieve? Neil Ansell: My LIFE as a hermit Why don’t governments push for more hydrogen cars? From the blogs Get

‚ on celebrities in the justice system, on the enthusiasm of anti-abortionists for the death penalty (that’s not pro LIFE it’s pro-crastinating) ‚ we’re a willing congregation. The show is interspersed with video footage of Camp’s playful
the same field as you. On which note, let’s imagine that some commentators are right, and Ed’s entire LIFE is one long David-Ed tournament, in which the prize is always a millimetre out of reach, since

by a certain period, he said. While Nisa officials attempted to play down the contamination’s impact on marine LIFE any development that heightens health concerns among consumers will dismay local fishermen, many of whom already face
Experts say the radiation will be diluted by the sea, lessening the contamination of fish and other marine LIFE Robert Peter Gale, a US medical researcher who was brought in by Soviet authorities after the Chernobyl

do better next time. I didn’t let that nasty review derail my writing career: after whingeing about how LIFE ruining it was for a weekend, I decided that I should ” How have the cuts affected rubbish
- Toledo ”Villa Granada is a brand new apartment community located in Santa Clara, CA. Designed to take LIFE to a new level, you will discover the artful melding of contemporary design and tasteful appointments in

- Barcelona ”Villa Granada is a brand new apartment community located in Santa Clara, CA. Designed to take LIFE to a new level, you will discover the artful melding of contemporary design and tasteful appointments in
San Sabastian ”Villa Granada is a brand new apartment community located in Santa Clara, CA. Designed to take LIFE to a new level, you will discover the artful melding of contemporary design and tasteful appointments in

object. He told cops he awoke 12 hours later. The victim was transported to the hospital with a non LIFE threatening sfexaminer.com/local/crime ” Applications for unemployment aid drop slightly ”CHRISTOPHER S. RUGABER AP Economics Writer WASHINGTON ... ”
a concern, said Hidehiko Nishiyama, a Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency official. Radioactive iodine is short-lived, with a half LIFE of just eight days, and in any case was expected to dissipate quickly in the ocean. It

of peasants is fleeing from the soil. They are put off by the hardships and uncertainties of rustic LIFE and lured by the glare and anonymity of cities, even though very few of them end up
balance. According to Buddhist traditions, freeing captive animals brings virtue and merits to a person in the next LIFE thus many believers buy animals or reptiles and let them loose. This is especially common around the

article published in 2009, Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz pointed to the absurdity of reducing aspects of human LIFE to a figure, saying that GDP is a poor indicator of standard of living. Americans spend on
will be bluer, but our income gap will be narrower, our housing prices will be lower, our retirement LIFE will be happier, and our courts will be cleaner and more just. I’ve singled out environmental pollution

might not lead the government to take similarly peremptory action by exterminating the immediate source of contagion, human LIFE Few Chinese will buy official excuses for inflicting destruction. For those cognizant of the gap between what
had cuts and bruises. The city traffic authorities said they were investigating the accidents.” Cities rise higher but LIFE quality plummets ”I used to seek solace in my hometown Yangzhou or other similarly serene cities whenever

Brotherhood of Man’s Save Your Kisses for Me, The Wurzels’ Combine Harvester and Showaddywaddy’s Under the Moon of LOVE As for the show’s DJs . . . Or smug gits, as they were officially known .
movements sweeping across the Middle East. Casey Harrell, senior campaign specialist in Greenpeace’s San Francisco office, said: We LOVE Facebook. Its employees are young and share a lot of our values; they want the world to

It looks like an afterthought ‚ that’s when he wants to get married. Now he burns with a LOVE like no other. Yesterday he could live with her. Today he can’t live without her. But really
to Howett’s misstep, we make it seem like we’d never do it ourselves. But, by golly: we’d all LOVE to. Bad reviews mean far more to writers than good ones. It’s not the least bit counterintuitive:

birth drug can be made California Republicans demonstrate their irrelevance ”Steven Greenhut Special to The Examiner California Republicans LOVE to talk about limiting government, fighting bureaucracy and keeping taxes low, but on March 17 they proved
find the Valeant offer compelling. But he plans to talk to Cephalon shareholders directly beginning next week. We’d LOVE to do this on a friendly basis and if we get a clear signal that their shareholders

business and reduce its reliance on the sales of CDs and books.” Letters to fiance bare Liz Taylor’s LOVE at age 17 ”IN newly revealed love letters, a 17-year-old Elizabeth Taylor shared her dreams with her
sales of CDs and books.” Letters to fiance bare Liz Taylor’s love at age 17 ”IN newly revealed LOVE letters, a 17-year-old Elizabeth Taylor shared her dreams with her fiance before later agonizing about returning an
whenever a foreigner tells me his or her carefully chosen Chinese name, I feel that he or she LOVES and appreciates Chinese culture. Never would I think for a second that he or she belittles his

the forthcoming nuptials of Miliband and Justine Thornton are not politically motivated; the territory is too vexed for MARRIAGE to be a straightforward solution to anything. He might conceivably warm the cockles of middle England, but
assets fell to $2.732T in latest week ”The Associated Press The Associated Press NEW YORK Total money market MUTUAL fund assets fell by $7.84 billion to $2.732... ” Fire extinguished at SE Okla. City surgery center

Gerry was not just a voice, but a name and a personality. She was a wonderful woman ‚ OPEN hearted efficient and friendly ‚ who was a friend to many, including me and my family. For her
consumption of France, Germany, Canada and Brazil combined. Facebook’s new data centre in Prineville, Oregon, is set to OPEN next month and will require 30-40MW, equivalent to the electricity used by of 30,000-35,000 US homes, according

to remind the public that this cut does not take effect until April 2012. We are very much OPEN for business. In the north-west the larger, well-known theatres and arts venues had their funding secured, but
the music. But I respect the fact that ENO has done such a lot in recent years to OPEN its doors to wider audiences. I hope it will be able to continue to do so. David

committee expected to press prime minister on limits of UK involvement amid anxiety about Britain getting dragged into OPEN ended war David Cameron is to hold a special meeting with the backbench 1922 committee at which he
there is private anxiety about the depth of UK involvement, including the possibility that British commitment will be OPEN ended costly and ultimately lead to the government openly taking sides with the rebels, so leading to a

and more! ]] ” Man currently climbing Millennium Tower in SoMa Snowflakes as Brewers-Reds ready to OPEN [17] ”JOE KAY AP Baseball Writer CINCINNATI ... ” Joaquin Sabina’s cigarette could bring $11k fine ”The Associated
have not revealed what was inside the backpack. At around 10:45 p.m., cops received a... OPEN higher, consumer spending grows FRANCESCA LEVY AP Business Writer NEW YORK Stocks are opening... ” House Republicans

its diplomats to represent... JOE KAY AP Baseball Writer CINCINNATI ... ” Snowflakes as Brewers-Reds ready to OPEN Trial lawyers try to squeeze billions from Wal-Mart ”In January 2009, President Barack Obama signed the Lilly
hope that they’ll reach a new license deal, Young said, but we’re keeping all of our legal options OPEN Amazon beat rivals Google and Apple Inc into the market for such music locker services, which are

starred in the 1944 movie National Velvet. The correspondence, which New Hamphire-based RR Auction is selling in May, OPEN a window to Taylor’s view of life and love, before she was to be married and divorced
will open to all readers, including beggars and rubbish collectors. The only requirement: Wash your hands before entering. OPEN to all That certainly makes news. Most libraries demand a library card on admission, which generally involves

love-40 when her comeback begin. Ivanovic took the loss badly. You should see my racket, the 2008 French OPEN champion said, managing a smile. I kind of broke my racket, and then kind of cried a
China aims a shot during his first-round match against Kurt Maflin of Norway at the World Snooker China OPEN in Beijing yesterday. Ding fought back from a 1-4 deficit to advance 5-4. In another match, England’s

too idiotic given the truth is so unpalatable to them. AV makes lazy MPs work harder and reach OUT beyond their tribe. It is what Britain needs to clean up politics. The exchanges reveal the extent
even as decent as the credit is, you have to be upper-middle-class for sure even to consider shelling OUT the upfront costs. I would love for the credits to be three times the size they are,

which has bought the rights to Christie’s novels, feels it has to re-imagine the character. No one can OUT Marple Hickson. If that’s your idea of Miss Marple ‚ birdlike, tweedy, superficially faltering but in reality razor-sharp
the shooting. They were screaming at each other and throwing bottles, he said. Then I saw one pull OUT a gun and fire the shots. I saw the gun right next to me. I heard the

and destroyed fishing vessels and ports around Fukushima. In Iwate prefecture, authorities say the disaster may have wiped OUT businesses that account for 80% of the revenue of the region’s fisheries. At the Fukushima power plant,
also brought big uplifts for some. Punchdrunk, the theatre group famous for its immersive dramatic experiences, often played OUT in abandoned buildings, had a rise of 141% in real terms. The Barbican ‚ which receives its

telleveryone’s energy-use habits precisely, to the point of knowing which appliances they use, when people are in or OUT of a house, how efficient their boilers are and what they cook. This data is commercially valuable
Moyles; and Moyles’s colleague Scott Mills. Moyles’s show is also up for best entertainment programme, but he misses OUT on a nomination for the breakfast show of the year (10 million plus potential audience). This category

members of the public to journalists ‚ the right people get put through and the others are screened OUT (as some radio-show hosts making hoax calls have discovered). But to those of us who lived and
join other north Africans who have already been transferred to centres and camps on the mainland after paying OUT thousands of euros to make the often perilous crossing. In 48 to 60 hours, Lampedusa will be

fishing boats so that they cannot be used for the crossings, he said. That way when I am OUT of politics I will use them to set up a fresh fish business. The prime minister also
circumstances. Earlier, David Cameron told the Commons no decision had been made but he would not necessarily rule OUT the protection of civilians in certain circumstances. The rebels’ rapid withdrawal came just days after they raced

over the next two decades, the government said on Wednesday as it set out its strategy for the roll OUT of the energy-saving technology. The roll-out ‚ the most comprehensive yet planned in any country ‚ will
and anyone else may not have the excuse of a screwed economy to make savings? It’s worth pointing OUT that there are some orchestral winners ‚ notably the Academy of Ancient Music, Aurora Orchestra and the

that’s true. I don’t think people fully understood what we were doing there. I think it certainly turned OUT for the benefit of the Iraqi people and the world, but the image that people had is
lot of people, it would seem like they were paying to get rid of rats that were coming OUT of other people’s gardens and then going back again. It’s crazy that councils have a statutory duty

metre limit. It had only light damage, including a fire near a turbine and some water that splashed OUT of a fuel rods pool. A jump in radioactivity was attributed to leaks from Fukushima. A billboard
bit counterintuitive: good ones confirm the belief that we’re gifted, which is what makes us put our writing OUT there in the first place. Good criticism prompts a fleeting moment of pleasure, but only briefly satiates

mapped: which ones are near you? ” Arts Council England has completely cut funding for 206 organisations Find OUT where they are Simon Rogers ”
was a gap into an old rollicking hazel stand. Just inside was a big plastic bucket and, poking OUT of it, the business end of a spade with black tape where the handle had snapped off,

appointments in our spacious apartments for rent. Heighten your senses by diving into a crystal-clear pool, or work OUT in our two-level fitness auditorium. This apartment community has everything you are looking for. Located in the
resorts, and a host of other sporting activities, you’ll never be far from the action. Start getting more OUT of life. Raise your expectations. Break through your boundaries. Discover the apartment rental community of Villa Granada

they cannot sacrifice nature for economic growth or expansion. The premier would not have had to spell it OUT had all of our officials understood the importance of nature. Many local officials not only hold nature
lower, our retirement life will be happier, and our courts will be cleaner and more just. I’ve singled OUT environmental pollution from the top 10 topics not because I dismiss the rest as less important but
a 3-1 win on a muddy pitch in Lithuania after the world champion had Xavi’s first-half goal wiped OUT by Marius Stankevicius. It was a rare case of big guns having to work hard for the

as there are many barriers before they can begin. For example, it’s not easy to transport people’s ashes OUT of the country. According to the Chinese law, one must get permission from civil affairs authorities before
to competitive action with Arsenal in a reserve match against Wigan Athletic. The 41-year-old German keeper, who came OUT of retirement this month to rejoin his former club, was his usual talkative self but just before

hearsay. They are enterprising professionals who vet the facts they publish. A bewildering phenomenon is that some newspapers, OUT of questionable motivations, increasingly choose to play on popular sentiments. For instance, some Shanghai residents recently suspected
will join last year’s four World Cup finalists Japan, Australia, South and North Korea and Bahrain, which missed OUT to New Zealand in a final playoff, in the third round where they will be drawn into

long-term consequences for the coalition. In a speech at Toynbee Hall in east London, Warsi claimed AV represented A threat to democracy, rewarded extremists and gave the oxygen of publicity to fascists. She said: AV gives
of extreme policies most people want to marginalise. You don’t need me to tell you that this represents A serious danger to our democracy. It means that bigots will be given more power in our politics

gain more influence over mainstream parties. The danger is that under AV, our whole political system would take A giant leap backwards, becoming more warped and disproportionate as fringe voters hold sway. Warsi also claimed that
‚ and in many seats, that meant the BNP. She argued that in many seats where it takes A number of counts to reach a position in which one candidate gains more than 50% of the

of the Inland Waterways Association, said: I welcome that the government shares our vision that there should be A sort of ’National Trust’ for the waterways. We have been asking for this since the middle of
Marine Federation, which represents the marine leisure industry, said: [We] support the concept of British Waterways transforming into A civil society organisation and are keen to seize this opportunity to place our canals and navigable rivers

civil society organisation and are keen to seize this opportunity to place our canals and navigable rivers on A sustainable footing for the years to come. However, the question of how the new charity will be
today, British Waterways, receives 70.2m of public money annually. Ministers have said the trust could seek funding from A variety of sources, including other charitable trusts and foundations and the private sector, though it is unclear

said that he doesn’t play free jazz, he plays jazz, free. On his superb new album Bird Songs, A set of adventurous interpretations of Charlie Parker classics, the gifted American saxophonist demonstrates what he means, but
Weidman the freedom to weave between tight and loose rhythmic zones, and the set grew more edgily postboppish. A soulful Lover Man and a pulsating account of Coltrane’s Spiritual gave way to Monk’s Hackensack, Weidman pumped

between tight and loose rhythmic zones, and the set grew more edgily postboppish. A soulful Lover Man and A pulsating account of Coltrane’s Spiritual gave way to Monk’s Hackensack, Weidman pumped up some clamorous McCoy Tyneresque
owned by a Spanish company and Athletic de Bilbao football club was formed in a 1898 merger between A team of expat Britons and a team of Spanish who learned the game in Britain. A judge,

Woman who posted ad kidnapped, rapedLYNNE TUOHY Associated Press CONCORD, N.H. Bail is set at $50,000 for A New Hampshire man who police say held a woman captive... ” Raiders reeling after 2nd straight lopsided
are, in fact, deadlocked, he said. Chief Deputy District Attorney Karen Guidotti said her office will decide at A future date whether to... Hey pal, got a smoke? How about a cellphone?A crook

office will decide at a future date whether to... Hey pal, got a smoke? How about A cellphone?A crook asked a man for a cigarette before robbing him of a cell phone in
him of a cell phone in the Tenderloin neighborhood Sunday, police said. The suspect backed the victim into A wall and threatened to shoot him in the 400 block of OFarrell Street around 6:45 a.m., police

said. There has been no arrest. ” Mortgage rates for the past 52 weeks at A glance ”The Associated Press The average rate on 30-year fixed mortgages rose to 4.81 percent this week,
The average rate on 30-year fixed mortgages rose to 4.81 percent this week, Freddie Mac said Thursday. Here’s A historical look at rates for fixed and adjustable mortgages for the last 52 weeks. ... ” McDonnell

Obama to unveil energy security plan ”The Associated Press The Associated Press WASHINGTON President Barack Obama is outlining A plan for America’s energy...
a career (762) and a season (73), has pleaded not guilty to four charges that he lied to A grand jury when he denied knowingly taking performance-enhancing drugs. He also pleaded not guilty to a charge

capital of Hainan Province. They were reminde” Leafs edge Sabres to keep alive playoff dreams ”CLARKE MacArthur had A goal and two assists against his former team as the Toronto Maple Leafs beat the Buffalo Sabres
the conference at Lancaster House would sketch out how the world could help Libya on a path to A post-Gadhafi rule. The reason for being here is because the Libyan people cannot reach that future on

Franco Frattini said several nations are behind a proposal to swiftly end the conflict, setting out plans for A cease-fire, exile for Gadhafi and a framework for talks on Libya’s future. Turkey, which has offered to
Hague said the meeting was not going to choose Colonel Gadhafi’s retirement home. UN special envoy Abdelilah al-Khatib, A former Jordanian foreign minister, is returning to Libya to hold talks with Gadhafi’s government and opposition figures.

the rebel-held Libyan city of Benghazi to meet with rebel leaders. Libya’s deputy foreign minister Khaled Kaim told A news conference in Tripoli that foreign leaders had no right to attempt to impose a new political
commercial radio DJ. Wood has picked up two Sony nominations for his Friday evening show on digital station ABSOLUTE Classic Rock, the other being music radio personality of the year. The DAB rising star award is

music programme Dermot O’Leary Show - Ora et Labora for BBC Radio 2 Geoff Lloyd’s Hometime Show - ABSOLUTE Radio Radio 1’s Chart Show with Reggie Yates - BBC Radio 1 Simon Mayo Drivetime - BBC
Radio 1 Frank Skinner - Avalon for Absolute Radio Jarvis Cocker - BBC 6 Music Ronnie Wood - ABSOLUTE Radio for Absolute Radio and Absolute Classic Rock Scott Mills - BBC Radio 1 Music broadcaster of

for Absolute Radio Jarvis Cocker - BBC 6 Music Ronnie Wood - Absolute Radio for Absolute Radio and ABSOLUTE Classic Rock Scott Mills - BBC Radio 1 Music broadcaster of the year Mark Radcliffe - Smoo”
James Inhofe, were unsure on Tuesday whether opponents of the climate regulation had the votes to pass an ABSOLUTE ban. The White House has also said it would veto bills blocking the EPA. Inhofe told reporters

SPDC is officially dissolved, state media reported, saying that the dissolution was ordered by Than Shwe, who wielded ABSOLUTE power since 1992. Almost immediately after the announcement, government offices underwent a makeover. Signs outside the Peace
other proposals, put forward by Democrats, that could in the end destroy the last hopes of any strong ACTION on climate change during Obama’s remaining two years in the White House. Even the most ardent opponents
7,500 acres for coal mining in Wyoming. But the strategy of using the EPA to scare Republicans into ACTION backfired. After climate change legislation failed in the Senate, EPA action became the only course left to

using the EPA to scare Republicans into action backfired. After climate change legislation failed in the Senate, EPA ACTION became the only course left to the Obama administration. Meanwhile, a new breed of conservative Republican vehemently
products are designed, marketed and sold and Morgans said the FSA figures make a powerful case for why ACTION is needed. In the meantime, the message is still for consumers to be wary and vote with

scored a superb last-minute equalizer to earn Ghana a richly-deserved 1-1 draw with a second-string England in an all ACTION friendly at Wembley on Tuesday. Ghana’s 20,000 fans, who had helped create a fantastic atmosphere, were sent
Lehmann Blunders On Arsenal Return ”JENS Lehmann narrowly avoided conceding an embarrassing goal on his return to competitive ACTION with Arsenal in a reserve match against Wigan Athletic. The 41-year-old German keeper, who came out of

demolition was unappreciated and vehemently resisted by the residents, the government decided to go it alone, taking preemptive ACTION by pulverizing these slum shelters at a time when resistance was weak. Is the local government now
explanation. Here I wonder whether fear of infectious disease might not lead the government to take similarly peremptory ACTION by exterminating the immediate source of contagion, human life. Few Chinese will buy official excuses for inflicting

made by the Sun newspaper to police officers. The request to the paper’s former editor, who now runs ALL of Rupert Murdoch’s UK newspapers, follows evidence given by John Yates, the acting deputy commissioner of the
fire the shots. I saw the gun right next to me. I heard the shots fired and we ALL backed down. At first we thought they had been hit by bottles but there was too much

overall government cuts of 15%, the chief executive, Alan Davey, insisted there would not be equal pain for ALL But that meant there were good organisations we have not been able to fund. Of the 1,330
of the detail of the main characters remains smudgy. At least there is some remarkable singing, most of ALL from Nina Stemme as Leonore, who claims another dramatic soprano role as her natural territory; even the
I hope we’ll have it shortly, probably now, just after the parliamentary recess, but we are going through ALL the consultation responses we received and we’re going to do this as quickly as we can, he

concerns if in five years time the situation was to change, and this is a very fluid marketplace, ALL the competition remedies are there, he said. Irrespective of my decision, competition law will mean that if
of Fair Trading could trigger an investigation by the Competition Commission and with no reference to politicians at ALL the Competition Commission has some very radical remedies at its disposal. Hunt also said that there needed

in 2012, we plan to run the Tube around an hour later than normal during the Games on ALL lines. This means customers will be able to leave the Olympic Park to connect with other services
for scrutiny by November this year. Johnson maintains that the measures in his air quality strategy were not ALL included in the official submission to Europe, and that once these are presented as the action plan

is an i” Hell hath no fury like an author scorned | Jean Hannah Edelstein ” We can ALL relate to author Jacqueline Howlett’s online rage over a bad review, but writers must learn to take
laptop and send a stinging riposte and I think you should know that I rushed to finish ALL of my undergraduate essays and I have a very good degree! was intense. But I restrained myself.

animals we have the potential to make a big difference to the environment. Agriculture contributes about 9% of ALL UK greenhouse gas emissions, according to the Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), with half
turn to bloody-mindedness, the rams kept their composure, even though the odd knobbly bits on their foreheads were ALL that remained of horns and pride. The hedge led me along in the way that hedges do

card sales are picking up steam. Starting in April, the agency‚ M passes, which include unlimited service on ALL Muni lines, will be completely transitioned into the Clipper card, the Bay Area‚ one-stop media fare. About
drag queen... ” AP-GfK Poll: Americans souring more on economy ”LIZ SIDOTI AP National Political Writer WASHINGTON For ALL the talk...

biking trails, and some of the Bay Area‚ top event venues and retail centers. Continue north and explore ALL that San Francisco and the surrounding Bay Area have to offer. Nestled between the sweeping Santa Cruz
to The Examiner A recent court ruling has helped President Barack Obama push ahead with a mandate that ALL citizens be required to have government health... ” Nathaniel Ford‚ job status saga continues ”The saga that

become a standard perk? L.L. Bean, the outdoors and clothing retailer, says it’s permanently waiving shipping fees on ALL orders starting Friday. Experts say the move could up the... ” Medical marijuana overhaul on brink of
the crime or the daily reminder of poverty that has given the Tenderloin its bad reputation. Maybe it‚ ALL in the neighborhood‚ meaty name. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals has requested that Mayor Ed

to Northern Station Police Capt. Ann Mannix. It is not known whether the same burglar was responsible for ALL the break-ins. The only pattern is that they were all Subaru cars, Mannix said. In a heist
such pride in earning a living from the soil, that they could barely conceal their contempt for the ALL and sundry employments that they deemed parasitic at best. There used to be pervasive envy for the

after it shifted its focus from cities and the urban proletariat to the countryside, by promising land to ALL laboring peasants. After the Kuomintang was defeated and retreated to Taiwan, the Kuomintang started to redress past
though, I have reconciled myself to the hard truth that public spitting is patently Chinese. Habitual spitting Not ALL Chinese spit, but when someone gurgles and spits habitually in public, you can bet (90 percent) he

intrude or failed to recognize its odious nature. Fortunately, not all CCTV anchormen are so arrogant, and not ALL Chinese spit in public. It’s the arrogant and ill-mannered Chinese who represent the real China threat. Whether
and race in the trucks, and it will be great for him to know what American racing is ALL about, he said. Piquet drives a Kevin Harvick Inc-owned truck in the series. Other prominent Formula One

matter of fact, local government revenue from increasingly profitable real estate projects is the key to comprehending nearly ALL the bewildering occurrences in China today, not least in Hainan island, which saw one of most spectacular
James and the Heat 90-118 on December 2 - when Cleveland fans unleashed their hatred on the superstar. ALL I want to say is you (fans) deserve this, Parker said. You guys deserve it because you’ve

is you (fans) deserve this, Parker said. You guys deserve it because you’ve been so great for us ALL year. Dwyane Wade scored 24 points and Mike Bibby added 23 for the Heat (51-23) who fell
to all readers, including beggars and rubbish collectors. The only requirement: Wash your hands before entering. Open to ALL That certainly makes news. Most libraries demand a library card on admission, which generally involves a fee.

from the area, as well as the surrounding sea. United States experts said groundwater, reservoirs and the sea ALL faced significant contamination. A Tokyo Electric official told reporters he could not rule out the possibility that
the mobile phone at lower costs, said Liu Ning, a judge at the court. The trio, who were ALL born in the 1990s, arrived in the city on September 27 last year and discovered that the

grabbing a brace after Huang Bowen found the net in the 17th minute. Captain Hao Junmin assisted in ALL the goals.” Portugal looks set for bailout ”DEBT-HEAVY Portugal’s hopes of avoiding a financial bailout were fading
being here is because the Libyan people cannot reach that future on their own, Cameron said. We are ALL here in one united purpose, that is to help the Libyan people in their hour of need.
and that’s the only thing that’ll do it, really. Today, Obama announced his new energy goals, to make AMERICA oil independent by 2020. This makes him the eighth president to make such a declaration, going back

may wreak on Miss Marple’s sleepy home village of St Mary Mead when he transplants it to small-town AMERICA Christie does appear to have imagined her creation as elderly, describing her as rather like some of
issue with Brit Hume, who pointed out that although the president was anxious to give the impression that AMERICA has led the charge so far, he was equally anxious that we relinquish that leadership position as

that we relinquish that leadership position as soon as possible. O’Reilly replied that if it’s really true that AMERICA has led the way, then French President Nicolas Sarkozy must have recently acquired American citizenship. Hume thinks
a double act, trying to take credit domestically while taking a back seat internationally, because he thinks that AMERICA image around the world has been tarnished by the Iraq war. O’Reilly tries to explain where the

energy security plan ”The Associated Press The Associated Press WASHINGTON President Barack Obama is outlining a plan for AMERICA energy...
rejected government-proposed austerity measures, Prime Minister Jose Socrates resigned, and now Portugal almost certainly will need a bailout. AMERICA ‚ economy may be dragged into Europe‚ approaching cataclysm. Not only will America be called on to bail

almost certainly will need a bailout. America‚ economy may be dragged into Europe‚ approaching cataclysm. Not only will AMERICA be called on to bail out... ” Video: Watch Britney Spears’ San Francisco performance on ’GMA’ ”Did
Britney Spears’ San Francisco performance on ’GMA’ ”Did you miss Britney Spears’ San Francisco performance on Good Morning AMERICA on Tuesday morning? You can watch the videos of the three songs she performed below. The pop

plank bed, a hermit and tai chiTHE miracle-in-Mauritius article by Joseph Stiglitz and the charms of rural AMERICA described by Greg Cusack (on today’s opinion page) convey a common message that has become quite uncommon:
but it is also a much more equal society. So, says Stiglitz: If Mauritius can afford these things, AMERICA and Europe - which are several orders of magnitude richer - can, too. But neither America nor

these things, America and Europe - which are several orders of magnitude richer - can, too. But neither AMERICA nor Europe has done that - not because they cannot afford to do so, but because conservatives
take pride in a crusade, along with Mauritius, to create a more equal world. Unequal as it is, AMERICA retains much of its rural and egalitarian charms - the wellspring of a simple life. As Greg

prosperity today can be safely measured by our distance to the farm, or to the land. But in AMERICA the land of prosperity, there is a move to locally grown produce. Organic produce from urban farming
idea of cars and high-rises and the ideology of urbanization to the rest of an impressionable world, but AMERICA itself retains much of its beautiful countryside. In the end, the globalized race to the bottom of

On his superb new album Bird Songs, a set of adventurous interpretations of Charlie Parker classics, the gifted AMERICAN saxophonist demonstrates what he means, but keeps the mercurial source material explicitly displayed. Lovano and the Us
it’s really true that America has led the way, then French President Nicolas Sarkozy must have recently acquired AMERICAN citizenship. Hume thinks that the president is playing a bit of a double act, trying to take

in so far as it would serve to convince (or at least hoodwink) a large chunk of the AMERICAN people into thinking that the Libyan crisis had been handled in an acceptable manner. This long-overdue speech
services contract with Coca-Cola FEMSA, the Coke bottler in Mexico. The five-year agreement will support Coca-Cola FEMSA’s Latin AMERICAN business. Hewlett-Packard Mexico S. de R.L. de C.V.... ” Cheaper version of preterm birth drug can be

Press BROOKFIELD, Conn. A Connecticut math teacher is fighting to keep his job after... ” Saudi firm sues AMERICAN over alleged $10B fraud ”The Associated Press The Associated Press LOS ANGELES A company that claims it
Pakistani associate believed to have been giving him shelter. The arrest of Patek, who has a US$1 million AMERICAN price on his head, is a major victory in the global fight against al-Qaida and - since

TV, or a refrigerator. Restructuring Owning a car and a house was once the salient aspects of the AMERICAN Dream, though few Chinese know that dream often turned out to be nightmare. In an article published
spits habitually in public, you can bet (90 percent) he or she is from China. If I were AMERICAN or Japanese or Indonesian, I would have doubts about an economically stronger China that can’t swallow its

to enter NASCAR and race in the trucks, and it will be great for him to know what AMERICAN racing is all about, he said. Piquet drives a Kevin Harvick Inc-owned truck in the series. Other
said yesterday.” Karzai flays US soldiers for deaths ”AFGHANISTAN’S president yesterday condemned the actions of a group of AMERICAN soldiers charged with murder in the deaths of three unarmed Afghans and said they killed for entertainment,

muted in Afghanistan and Karzai had earlier said that incidents of Afghan civilian deaths at the hand of AMERICAN soldiers should be seen as an exceptional case. Without a doubt the Americans are very good people,
five unforced errors to beat No. 21-seeded Alexandr Dolgopolov of the Ukraine 6-1, 6-2. Mardy Fish, the last AMERICAN in the tournament, limped into the quarterfinals after a grueling 7-5, 7-6 (5) win over Juan Martin

a 9.4 percent rise in container volume this year to 6.8 million TEUs.” Better life for kids is AMERICAN Dream ”FOR most Americans giving their children a better life or having a successful business or career
released on Monday. Their children’s welfare was the top priority for 53 percent of Americans questioned about the AMERICAN Dream in a 60 Minutes/Vanity Fair survey. It surpassed job prospects, getting rich overnight, owning a home,

Taylor was engaged to William Pawley Jr, who was in his 20s and the son of a wealthy AMERICAN businessman and ambassador. Taylor, who died last week aged 79, was already a famous Hollywood actress at
7-6 (5) win over Juan Martin del Potro. Fish will next face No. 6 David Ferrer of Spain. AMERICAN John Isner, seeded 30th, lost to Kevin Anderson of South Africa, 6-3, 7-6 (4). Kim Clijsters overcame

No. 1 Caroline Wozniacki in the fourth round. Fish, 29, will overtake Andy Roddick and become the top-ranked AMERICAN man for the first time if he defeats Ferrer. Being the No. 1 American would be something
and an agouti at The City‚ zoo, then known as Fleishhacker Zoo. Apparently, the zoo director was not AWARE that the buffalo and hippo had dashed for freedom when police had captured the animals. Time magazine

Obama tried to avoid here. O’Reilly was pleased, though, that the president seemed at least to have some AWARENESS of America’s exceptional qualities (although he didn’t allude to them directly), and was heartened that 88% of
the top 10 concerns since the website launched similar national surveys in 2002. It shows that China’s public AWARENESS of environmental pollution has grown over the years, wrote Cao Hua, a reporter from the online edition

of A. It was $3.99 per gallon and is usually somewhere in the vicinity of $2.79 or so. BEFORE we go any further, some quick math(s). Your petrol, I gather, is running about 1.40 or so?
has issued an amber-top alert to its members ‚ a signal to consider issues that should be weighed BEFORE voting on the remuneration report at the 14 April meeting. The company handed payouts of more than

difficulties as US authorities are considering charging managers of the company with manslaughter because of decisions they made BEFORE the oil well explosion. The US justice department has so far filed a civil lawsuit against BP
it generates from the sun. That dream, for the solar industry at least, has turned sour. Just days BEFORE Christmas, the government slashed the level of subsidies that all new and existing photovoltaic (pv) solar projects

Coltrane’s Spiritual gave way to Monk’s Hackensack, Weidman pumped up some clamorous McCoy Tyneresque sermons over volcanic percussion, BEFORE the drummers shared a more breezily amiable dialogue on the Caribbean pulse of Parker’s Barbados ‚ a
claimants to have their credit monitored by Equifax, an Atlanta-based credit bureau. Asked why nearly a month elapsed BEFORE BP notified residents about the missing laptop, Thomas said: We were doing our due diligence and investigating.

a fit of rage, police said. The 36-year-old Muni driver told police that the teen argued with him BEFORE stealing several transfers in the area of Mission and Fair streets around 2 p.m. The teen fled,
there is a new way to keep up with him: Twitter. Wilson opened an official Twitter account Tuesday. BEFORE his account was activated, there was a picture of the bearded Giants reliever at the Twitter headquarters

after a woman who had allegedly suffered discrimination by a former employer and who then waited for years BEFORE suing for back-pay. She lost a landmark Supreme Court... Fire Department battles blazes in Sunset, SoMa”
man suffered bullet wounds to his hip and body but was expected to survive following the shooting just BEFORE 7 p.m., police said Tuesday. The shooting occurred in the park area at Appleton Avenue. The suspect,

getting approval for the costly and essentially useless Central Subway... ” San Francisco cruise industry looking to rebound BEFORE America‚ Cup ”On the heels of a 34-percent decline in 2010, San Francisco‚ cruise industry is floating
tax’ will get you in the end ”EILEEN AJ CONNELLY AP Personal Finance Writer MYTH: Without careful planning BEFORE you die, your heirs will have to fork over a big part of their inheritance to cover...

1 percent of acceptable levels. Experts say the Pacific is so vast any radiation will be quickly diluted BEFORE it becomes problematic. As officials seek to bring an end to the nuclear crisis, hundreds of thousands
resources, and cheap fuel. As none of the these factors is sustainable, we should anticipate a deglobalization process BEFORE long. The real trouble with modern Chinese is that not only urbanites have lost their touch with

International in a match on November 9, 2003, it was revealed yesterday. International was top of the league BEFORE the game but Shenhua won the Chinese Jia A League match 4-1 and went on to take
Wales 2-0 in a Euro 2012 qualifier on Saturday, and while there was some criticism of his selection BEFORE the match, his 4-3-3 formation acquitted itself well. In Paris, France missed out on a seventh consecutive

kilometers from the capital Islamabad. Rehman, leader of the Jamiat Ulema Islam party, passed through the checkpoint minutes BEFORE the bomber struck and was unharmed, said Khan. No group immediately claimed responsibility for the bombing. An
There are always problems like this for a new venue, said Li, who had planned to fix them BEFORE the complaints. However, not many residents in nearby Lane 436 on Xujiahui Road had complained about noise

in contempt but stifle differing voices. That explains why cultural relics have been razed and land has evaporated BEFORE bulldozers driven not just by diesel, but by mayors’ will to destroy history and nature in the
2-1 as goals from Mikael Lustig and Sebastian Larsson made up for a Zlatan Ibrahimovic penalty miss just BEFORE halftime. Alexandru Suvorov replied for the visitors as Sweden went level with Hungary on nine points, nine
at age 17 ”IN newly revealed love letters, a 17-year-old Elizabeth Taylor shared her dreams with her fiance BEFORE later agonizing about returning an engagement ring when the relationship soured. The handwritten letters are from 1949,

New Hamphire-based RR Auction is selling in May, open a window to Taylor’s view of life and love, BEFORE she was to be married and divorced eight times throughout her life. I received your wire this
Hangzhou library will open to all readers, including beggars and rubbish collectors. The only requirement: Wash your hands BEFORE entering. Open to all That certainly makes news. Most libraries demand a library card on admission, which

deployed by the no campaign, and Warsi in particular. Huhne said: If Baroness Warsi thinks that AV will BENEFIT fascism she has to explain why the BNP wants to stick with what we have and Operation
tapping a widening interest rate margin following the central bank’s new round of interest rate increases. Banks will BENEFIT further from widening margin this year, said Qiu Zhicheng, a Guosen Securities Co analyst, yesterday. Banking shares

I wished that Americans would mistake my fellow countrymen as visitors from some other Asian country. With the BENEFIT of 10 years’ hindsight, though, I have reconciled myself to the hard truth that public spitting is
Britain’s inland waterways. With the right governance this can lead to real, tangible, community engagement with all the BENEFITS that this approach can deliver. Local ’ownership’ of waterways will incentivise more volunteering, and over time will

estimate. She said it was more important to reassure consumers that smart meters would bring a variety of BENEFITS than to try to persuade them of the potential cost savings based on estimates. Some industry experts
can respond quickly, for instance by turning off unnecessary lights or appliances, to save money. The technology also BENEFITS energy suppliers, as it eliminates the need for meter readers to visit properties and allow for more

benefit to British people. Chris Huhne, the secretary of state for energy and climate change, stressed the potential BENEFITS of the plan, which is one of the most visible aspects of the government’s low-carbon strategy, as
so worried, I can’t leave the children on their own but if I turn down the job my BENEFITS will be stopped. There *will* be childcare, snaps the lecturer, and turns to another subject. How many

account for 41% of the UK’s overall methane emissions. A Defra spokesman added: In the longer term the BENEFITS gained by changing animals’ diets will need to be considered against other environmental impacts as well as
Airport in Las... ” Blind group sues Vegas airport over ticket kiosks ”Runaway transit fares fueled by pay, BENEFITS ”A race between regional inflation and public transit fare increases in the Bay Area would be no

people the chance to have a greater say in the running of their local canal or river. Several BODIES involved in waterways welcomed the consultation. Clive Henderson, national chairman of the Inland Waterways Association, said: I
after payroll report, pharma dealFRANCESCA LEVY AP Business Writer NEW YORK Stocks rose Wednesday as... ” 18 BODIES found in northern Mexico mass grave ”The Associated Press The Associated Press CIUDAD JUAREZ, Mexico Mexican authorities

after Rolling Stone magazine published a series of graphic photos showing the soldiers posing next to the dead BODIES The German news magazine Der Spiegel had previously published three of them. They killed our youth for
franker, likening relations, only half-jokingly, as a war. The Asociacion de la Industria Fotovoltaica (Asif), Spain’s solar industry BODY accuses politicians of telling lies, exaggerating the costs of generating electricity using solar pv to justify the

their true potential, so that they are valued and enjoyed by even more people. Creating a new charitable BODY for waterways will give people the chance to have a greater say in the running of their
at San Francisco‚ Holly Park on Monday, police said. The man suffered bullet wounds to his hip and BODY but was expected to survive following the shooting just before 7 p.m., police said Tuesday. The shooting

not benefiting the team, said Yu Xuebing, a detective with the Shenyang police in Liaoning Province, the main BODY investigating bribery and corruption in soccer nationwide. To the other team, he could be lenient with some
borrowing money among banks, rose yesterday, according to market watchers. The property sector retreated after China’s banking regulatory BODY said it would tighten inspection over credit risks. Poly Real Estate Co dropped 2.8 percent to 13.60

ordered off the road in pollution hotspots. Let’s hope this race is won so that athletes and spectators BREATHE in cleaner air next year at what the government promised would be the greenest ever Games.
give their verdicts The axe has fallen on the arts. Were the cuts fair? As some groups CELEBRATE and others face oblivion, David Hare, Stephen Poliakoff, Jude Kelly and more give their verdicts Richard Eyre

short extra-cover off Ajmal’s bowling. The Pakistan captain held both arms in the air in a V-shape to CELEBRATE the dismissal. In what was the best partnership of the innings, Tendulkar added 68 for the second
it was. Today, consumers have a greater role in the decision, the book asserts. In what is called CITIZEN (or participatory, democratic, or street) journalism, a growing number of ordinary people contribute to the dissemination of

without oversight | Jay Stanley ” Given the FBI’s record of fallibility ‚ and without genuine safeguards for CITIZENS ‚ this $1bn biometrics project is alarming The FBI recently announced that its Next Generation Identification System
think they would be way ahead of everyone else as the best place to eat. Among the Gallic CITIZENS of the land of haute cuisine, 80% give themselves at least eight out of 10 points for

The Examiner A recent court ruling has helped President Barack Obama push ahead with a mandate that all CITIZENS be required to have government health... ” Nathaniel Ford‚ job status saga continues The saga that never
it stands to profit,... ” House Republicans seek IRS probe of AARP Ruling forces government aid on US CITIZENS ”With health care reform reaching its first birthday last week, lots of attention was devoted to the

authors observe. This development has important implications for media practitioners and consumers. News is increasingly gathered by untrained CITIZENS who often do not know or follow professional guidelines, but find it very tempting to spread news.
future, so too should our privacy rights. - FBI - Civil liberties - international - US constitution and CIVIL liberties - United States - Surveillance - Biometrics Jay Stanley guardian.co.uk Guardian News and Media Lim

Federation, which represents the marine leisure industry, said: [We] support the concept of British Waterways transforming into a CIVIL society organisation and are keen to seize this opportunity to place our canals and navigable rivers on
to transport people’s ashes out of the country. According to the Chinese law, one must get permission from CIVIL affairs authorities before taking ashes overseas. One must have a solid reason - such as when a

at what had happened; I was very scared. Detective Chief Inspector Tony Boughton urged the intended targets to COME forward: They are an important part in helping us understand exactly what was happening and should be
of people who aren’t happy and I would like to have a better mechanism whereby when these issues COME up they are better able to be addressed, he added. To contact the MediaGuardian news desk

economic migrants, and most of them are, then Italy can repatriate, said Laura Boldrini, a UN spokeswoman, Many COME from villages on the coast and worked in the tourism industry but now fear job cuts. Italy
seize this opportunity to place our canals and navigable rivers on a sustainable footing for the years to COME However, the question of how the new charity will be funded remains to be resolved. The main

notoriously counter-suggestible. He only went to the march on Saturday because all his advisers told him not to. COME on, he was speaking fourth. In line-up terms, that makes him Mumford and Sons. At the precise
felt it fair that the leading organisations should take cuts to allow others to flourish. Alan Davey has COME up with some wise judgments, he added, and this was the flavour of the comments from most

World Cup batsmen. Has the 1996 World Cup winner relied too much on the top three batsmen to COME good everytime? The statistics show that the remaining batsmen have averaged a total of 72 runs between
in a creek in front of my house. Now these creatures are all gone. In their place have COME cars after cars whose emissions blur the sky over our fine city. This is the complaint of

state the truth is sad for football. These are issues for UEFA and the like but they should COME here and see it because you can’t play football here. We got the points which was the
farmers, for example) have not seen the world, nor been seen by the world. With greater economic muscle COME not only greater expectorations but also bigger mouths - represented by those Chinese reporters, academics and others

in installing solar energy panels because Shanghai’s roofs are often too high and installation too difficult. There will COME a day, though, when most Chinese cities talk the talk of going green but walk the walk
a sovereign debt crisis that has plagued it for more than a year. Europe has already had to COME up with multibillion bailouts for Greece and Ireland. Lisbon’s rise in borrowing rates came a day after

She screamed ’Call the police, call the police’; there was so much blood. Mareh Silva, 34, who was COMING out of the shop, said she saw three boys, aged between 14 and 17, drop their bikes
charge us a premium rate for doing so? To listen to the government and the electricity companies, the COMING smart energy grid and smart meters in all our homes herald reduced prices, lower carbon emissions and

a lot of people, it would seem like they were paying to get rid of rats that were COMING out of other people’s gardens and then going back again. It’s crazy that councils have a statutory
greenhouse gas emissions, according to the Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), with half of this COMING from sheep, cows and goats. Farming has been shown to account for 41% of the UK’s overall

victim told cops the robbery happened so quickly that he couldn’t... sfexaminer.com/local/crime ” Business events scheduled for the COMING week ”The Associated Press MONDAY, March 28 WASHINGTON Commerce Department releases personal income and spending for
fuel rods. There have been no reports of plutonium being found in seawater. Meanwhile, white smoke was reported COMING from a plant about 15 kilometers from the troubled one. The smoke quickly dissipated and no radiation

of the rest of them. There appear to be some decent things in Obama’s plan, including a bigger COMMITMENT to renewables. But nothing’s free of course. That phrase commitment to renewables means, say, tax credits for
decent things in Obama’s plan, including a bigger commitment to renewables. But nothing’s free of course. That phrase COMMITMENT to renewables means, say, tax credits for homeowners and businesses, and those tax credits deplete the general

is most probably an atheistic one, and I cannot rule out the possibility that it speaks of insufficient COMMITMENT on the part of one partner or both. But at least it’s something they decided. When you
Conservative benches, but there is private anxiety about the depth of UK involvement, including the possibility that British COMMITMENT will be open-ended, costly and ultimately lead to the government openly taking sides with the rebels, so

for information. Paying police officers is a criminal offence. Yates said during separate evidence he gave to the CULTURE committee last week that possible offences might have been committed. Vaz asked Brooks to reply by Tuesday,
April ” Culture secretary admits plurality review system ’may not be as robust as it should be’ The CULTURE secretary, Jeremy Hunt, expects to return his final verdict on whether to approve News Corporation’s 8bn takeover

fat cats and bankers who got us into this mess. But instead, as in all western so-called democracies, CULTURE is always the first thing to go. It’s seen as decorative, unimportant, rather than vital to the
thing to go. It’s seen as decorative, unimportant, rather than vital to the health of the nation. Without CULTURE we are impoverished; it makes one despair. I’m worried about the cuts to several orchestras [of between

genuine toll on much of what we value in this country and the cuts in the arts and CULTURE budgets announced today are deeply distressing. - Arts funding - Arts policy - Public sector cuts Vanessa
have to be made And so, amid all the gnashing of teeth in expectation of a swingeing, potentially CULTURE scarring moment in the history of music provision in this country, the Arts Council of England’s cuts amount

an English name. I don’t. It never occurs to me that my wife is less proud of Chinese CULTURE than I am just because she prefers to use her English name at work. Both of us
me his or her carefully chosen Chinese name, I feel that he or she loves and appreciates Chinese CULTURE Never would I think for a second that he or she belittles his or her own culture.

Chinese culture. Never would I think for a second that he or she belittles his or her own CULTURE A rose by any other name is indeed as sweet. If a rose is no longer sweet,
how land prices have skyrocketed in recent years, a piece of land in a prime downtown area still DEDICATED to farming could only be an eyesore and an incongruity. It’s even an insult to the chiseled

Guangzhou, Chengdu, or even Beijing, but rarely, if ever, Shanghai. One reason, I guess, is the lack of DEDICATED reporters fired with a sense of mission in a city wallowing in luxury. It’s no news that
and elsewhere in China, you are in for that disgusting noise and heedless, unhygienic splatter. Shanghai’s World Expo, DEDICATED to better city living, has had scant, if any, lasting impact on this nauseating behavior with Chinese

streets. Artist Cen Xinguo, 68, took moe than a decade to complete the epic work. The painting was DEDICATED to my friend as well as all the old Longhua fellows, said Longhua man Cen. My friend
didn’t go so well for us in Iraq. You may not agree with it, but Mr Obama can DEFEND his position. If the US is indeed an exceptional nation and we can save lives without harming

Falco was set for April 11 after a San Mateo County judge on Tuesday denied requests from the DEFENSE and prosecution to postpone the aging case. Judge Lisa Novak said the case ,was getting too old,
him effectively retired, but he is expected to remain a dominant force. General Min Aung Hlaing, a senior DEFENSE official, was named the new commander of Myanmar’s armed forces. The new 30-member Cabinet is dominated by
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